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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
"Special functions" are solutions of a wide class of 
mathematically and physically relevent functional equations. 
In addition to the elementary transcendental functions such 
as e^  and sin x, an important role is played in mathematical 
physics by the special functions. The special functions of 
mathematical physics appear most often in solving partial 
differential equations by the method of sepgiration of variables 
or in finding eigen functions of differential operators in 
certain curvilincEir system of co-ordinates. 
Special functions and its applications are now 
aweinspiring in their scope variety and depth. Not only in 
their rapid growth in pure mathematics and its appUcations 
to the traditional fields of physical sciences, engineering and 
statistics, but now fields of applications like behaverial 
science, optimization, control, economics, environmental 
science, biology ets, are emerging. 
The special functions are the classes of functions Usted 
in (1) - (4) (other terms, such as higher transcendental 
functions, are some times used). 
(i) The gamma function and related functions. 
{ 2 } 
(ii) Fresnel's integral, the error function, the logarithemic 
integral and other functions that can be expressed as 
indefinite integrals of elementary functions. 
(iii) Elliptic functions 
(iv) Solutions of linear ordinary differential equations of the 
second order derived by separating certain partial differential 
equations, e.g., Laplace's equation, in various curvilinear 
coordinates. 
Here we discuss class (4); for the other classes see [28], 
[29]. Class (4) is further divided into the following three 
types, according to the character of the singular points of 
the differential equations of which the functions are 
solutions. Equations with a smaller number of singular 
points than indicated in (i)-(iii) below can be integrated in 
terms of elementary functions. 
(a) Special ftinctions of hyper^^feometric type are solutions 
of differential equations with three regular singular points on 
the Riemann sphere. Examples are the hypergeometric 
function and the Legendre function. Any function of this type 
reduces to a hypergeometric function through a simple 
transformation. 
(b) Special functions of confluent type are solutions of 
differential equations that are derived from hypergeometric 
{ 3 } 
differential equations by the confluence of two regular 
singular points, that is, by making one of the regular 
singulEir points tend to the other one so that the resulting 
singularity is an irregular singular point of class 1. Any 
function of this type can be expressed by means of 
Whittaker functions, of which many important special 
functions such as Bessel functions are special cases. To this 
type reduce also the parabolic cylindrical function that is, 
the solutions of differential equations with only one singular 
point which is at infinity and is irregular of class 2, 
(c) Special functions of ellipsoidal type are solution of 
differential equations with four or five regular singular points, 
some of which may be confluent to become irregular singular 
points. 
Examples are Lame functions, Mathieu functions and 
spheroidal wave functions. In contrast to types (a) and (b), 
function of type (c) are difficult to characterize by means of 
difference-differential equation and have not been fully 
explored. Some times the term special function in its narrow 
sense is not appUed to them. 
UniHed Theories of Special Functions : 
Though many special functions were in t roduced 
separately to solve practical problems, several unified theories 
{ 4 } 
have been proposed. The above classification based on 
differentied equations may be regarded also as kind of unified 
theory. Other examples are 
(i) Expression by Barne's extended hypergeometric function 
or its extension to the case of several variables by means of 
a definite integral of the form 
I (C-aJbi(C-a2)^2 (^..ajb^(^;.2)c d<;. 
(ii) A unified theory [82] that includes the ggimma function 
and is based upon Truesdell's difference-differential equation 
dF(z,a)/dz = F(z,a+1). 
(iii) Unity from the stand-point of expansion in terms of 
zonal spherical functions of a differential operator (the 
Laplacian invariant under a transitive group of motions on a 
symmetric Riemannian manifold. A great variety of formulas 
can be derived in a unified way. 
1.1 Factorial Function: 
The Pochhammer symbol [X)^, where A, denotes any 
number, real or complex and n any integer positive, negative 
or zero, is defined by 
1, if n=0 
(1.1.1) ( ^ I n H , , , ,, „ ' ., ,^^ 
^ ' [k{X+l) (}i+n-l), if n=l,2,3,. 
{ 5 } 
Since (l)j^=nl, {k]^ may be considered as a generalization 
of the elementary factorial; hence the symbol {X)^ is also 
referred to as the factorial function. In terms of the gamma 
functions, we have 
(1.1-2) {Xh = ^ ^ , X^0,-V2, 
Furthermore, the binomial coefficient may be expressed as 
(1.1.3) ^]l{l-l) (X-n+l)^(-l)"(-;^), n n! n! 
or equivalently, as 
f'x] r(?.+i) 
(1.1.4) [n n! r(\-n+l) 
r(;^+i) 
If, in the relationship pn _„ , i\ = (-l)"(-'^ )n 
X is changed to a-1 then 
r(a-n) (-1)° 
(1.1.5) - Y ( ^ = a ^ ' «^0' ^ 1 ' ^2, 
Since 
(-l)'^  
(1.1.6) (k).^ = -^-^, n=l,2,3, i 1^0, ±1, ±2,. 
and 
(1.1.7) [X)^,^ = {X)JX^m)^ 
which in conjuction with (1.2.6), gives 
n 1 8) m =-t^!^^, o<k<n 
(^•^•»l lH.-k (1-X-n), 
{ 6 } 
For X=l, we have 
(1.1.9) (n-k)! = ^ > 0^k<n 
which may alternatively be written in the form 
•(-l)''n! 
(1.1.10) (-n). -, 0<k<n (n-k)! 
0 , k>n 
1.2 Hypergeometric Function : 
The term "Hypergeometric" was first used by Wallis in 
oxford as early as 1655 in his work 'Arithmetrica 
Infinitorum' when referring to any series which could be 
regarded as a generalization of the ordinary geometric series 
(1.2.1) 2 z''=l+z+z^+-. 
n=0 
but the main systematic development of what is now 
regarded as the hypergeometric function of one variable 
(1,2.2) ,FJa,b;c;zl - 1 ^ | . c*0,-l,-2 
was undertaken by gauss in 1812. 
In (1.2.2), (a)j^  denotes the Pochhammer symbol defined 
by (1.1.1), z is the real or complex variable a, b £ind c are 
parameters which can take arbitrary real or complex values 
and c?i0,-l,-2, If c is zero or a negative integer the 
{ 7 } 
series (1.2.2) does not exists and hence the function 
2FJa,b;c;z] is not defined unless one of the pareimeters a or 
b is also a negative integer such that -c<-a. If either of the 
parameters a or b is a negative integer -m then in this case 
(1.2.2) reduces to the hypergeometric polynomial defined by 
^ (-m)Jb),z" 
(1.2.3) 2Fi[-m,b;c;z]=E S x ^ ^ T T ' -«'<^<«^ 
u=o IHn ni 
By d' Alembert's ratio test, it is easily seen that the 
hypergeometric series in (1.2.2) converges absolutely with in 
the unite circle, that is when | z | < l , provided that the 
denominator parameter c is neither zero or nor a negative 
integer. Notice, however, that if either or both of the 
numerator parameter a and b (1.2.2) is zero or a negative 
integer, the hypergeometric series terminates, and the 
question of convergence does not enter the discussion. 
Further test show that hypergeometric series in (1.2.2), when 
| z |= l (that is, on the unit circle), is 
(i) absolutely convergent, if Re(c-a-b)>0 
(ii) Conditionedly convergent, if -l<Re(c-a-b)<0, z?!^ l; 
(iii) divergent, if Re(c-a-b)<-l 
2FJa,b;c;z] is a solution, regular at z=0, of the homogeneous 
second order linear differential equation. 
{ 8 } 
d^u du (1.2.4) z(l-z) —+[c-(a+b+l)z] -^-abu=0 
where a, b and c are independent of z (1.2.4) is called the 
hypergeometric equation and has at most three singularities 
0, 00 and 1 which are aU "regulair" (cf.[61]). 
Some properties of the hypergeometric functions if we write 
(1.2.5) 2Fi[b>a;c;z] = 2Fi[a,b;c;z] 
because it is clear that no difference in this case a and b 
are interchanged in (1.2.2). 
(1.2.6) 2Fi[a,b;b;z] = ^F^[a,-;-; z] 
Since numerator and denomenators are same. 
(1.2.7) — 2FJa,b;c;z]=— 2FJa+l,b+l;c+l;z] 
1.3 Generalized Hypergeometric Function : 
In the ordinary hypergeometric series F(a,b;c;z) there are 
two numerator parameters a, b and one dinominator 
parameter c. It is a natural genenahzation to move from the 
definition (1.2.2) to a similar function with any number of 
numerator and denominator parameters. 
A generalized hypergeometric function is defined by 
(1.3.1) pF, bi ,b2, ,bq; 
{ 9 } 
« flK). 
r(a.+n) 
"=" n (b.)nn! 
where (aj^ ^ is Pochhammer symbol given by (ajjj= yi x this 
series is generalized hypergeometric series and p & q are 
positive integer or zero. The numerator parameter a^ a2,....,a 
and denomenator parameter bpb2,....,b take on complex 
values. Provided that bj?t0,-l,-2,.--., j=l,2,....,q. An apphcation 
of the elementary ratio test to the power series on the right 
in (1.3.1). 
Show at once that : 
(i) If p<q; the series converges for all finite z, that is, for 
|z|<co. 
(ii) If p=q+l; the series converges for |z |<l and diverges for 
| z |< l . 
(iii) If p>q+l; the series diverges for z^ ^O, if the series 
terminates there is no question of convergence and the 
conclusions (ii) and (ui) do not apply. 
(iv) If p=q+l; the series in (1.3.1) is absolutely convergent 
on the circle | z | = l if 
Re >0 
{ 10} 
or, we can say that when p=q+l, the series convergence for 
q p 
z=l provided that Re ^ b j - ^ a^  >0 and for z=-l provided 
L H i-1 
q p 
t h a t Re 2] bj-]^ai+l >0. Also, for p = q + l , t h e s e r i e s is 
>i i=i J 
cond i t i ona l ly convergen t for | z | = l , z^^l, if 
K R e ^ b . - I a , 
. j=l i=l 
Re^b^-ila, <-l 
j=i i=i 
<0 , and d ivergent for | z | = l , if 
If the numerator parameter is a negative integer or zero, 
t h e F s e r i e s t e r m i n a t e s in (1.1.10) a n d gene ra l i zed 
r T. 
hypergeometric series of the type 
(1.3.2) p+lFq 
-n,ai,a2, ,3.p', 
Dl )02 , )Dq) =>_; 
1^  (-n)k(ai)kv..,(ap)kZ^ 
fo (bi)k,(b2)kv...,(bJkk! 
( a j . , .(ap)J-z)" 
(bJn. ,{Kl 
F 
-n4-bi-n, . . . . , l -bq-n; (_i) 
1-ai-n, ,1-ap-n; 
p+q 
where reversed the order of the terms of the series by using 
(1.1.8) and (1.1.9). 
Confluent Hypergeometric Function: 
When p=q=l,(1.3.1) reduces to the confluent hyper-
geometric function ^FJa;c;z] named as Rummer 's function 
given by Kummer (cf.[46]): 
{11} 
(a)nz'^  (1.3.3) ,FJa; c; z] = S " j ^ 
:lim oFi 
|bf->CO ^ ^ 
a,b; z^  
c; b 
c^0,-l,-2, ,lz|<oo 
this function is a solution of differential equation. 
d^u , du (1.3.4) z — . M ) - - a u . O 
which has a regular singularity at z=0, and an irregular 
singularity at z=oo.(1.3.4) is called the confluent hyper-
geometric equation or Kummer's differential equation. 
The other popular notations for the series solution 
(1.3.3) are M(a,c;z) used by Airey and Webb [1] and ^a.,c;z) 
or (t)(a,c,z) introduced by Humbert [31],[32]. 
The function 
(1.3.5) M;(a,c;z)=^ I e -H-^lH)--^ dt. 
Re(a)>0, Re(z)>0 
defines an alternative form of solution of Kummer's equation 
(1.3.4) in the half plane: Re(z)>0. The \\) function was 
introduced in 1927 by F.G. Tricomi who first denoted it by 
G(a,c,z). We note that v|^ (a,c;z) is a many-valued function of z 
for complex values of a, c and z. We usually consider its 
{ 12 } 
principal branch which lies in the complex z-plane cut along 
the negative real axis (See, for details, Erdelyi et al. [16]). 
The properties of the confluent hypergeometric function 
from those of Gauss's hypergeometric 2^1 function. 
r(c) r 
(1.3.6) ,F,(a; c; z) = f ( ^ j f ( ^ J, t - ^ l - t ) - - ^ e^ ^ dt 
Re(c)>Re(a)>0 
(1.3.7) ^F^(a; c; z) = e iF^(c-a; c; -z) 
this transformation is known as Rummer's first theorem 
while Rummer's second theorem in the form : 
(1.3.8) e-^  j^FJa; 2a; 2z]=oFJ-; a+Va; z2/4] 
2a?^-l, -3,-5, 
where 
(1.3.91 „FJ-; c; z] - Hm ^p^ja; ^. ^/gj 
- S ^ ^ c*^rh-2.. 
|z|<oo 
(1.3.10) ,F,(a; a; z) = ^Y^[-', -; z)=e^ 
1.4 The Hypergeometric Series of Two Variables : 
The great success of the theory of hypergeometric series 
in the variables has stim.ulated the development of a 
corresponding theory is two or more variables. Appell's has 
{ 1 3 } 
defined in 1880 P. AppeU's (1855-1930) four series F^ to F^ 
which are all analogous to Gauss F(a,b;c;z) Picard has 
pointed out that one of these series is intimately related to 
a function studied by Pochhammer in 1870 and Picard and 
Goursat also constructed a theory of AppeU's series which is 
analogous to Riemann's theory of Gauss hypergeometric 
series. Consider the product of two Gauss function 
(1.4.1) 2^1 [a. b; c; x] sFJa', b'; c'; y] 
y (aL(a')Jb)^(b'),x-y-
i i ) (cL(cl m!n! 
this double series replace by correspondiag expansions (a)^ ^^ ,^ 
(1.4.2) ,F, [a, b; c; x, y]-^2.^ — c ) _ m!n! 
which is simply the Gaussian series for 
2F^ [a, b; c; x+y] 
The remaining four possibilities lead to the four Appall 
functions of two variables Srivastava 85 Manocha [88], which 
are define below 
M . O. r> r U U. T - V ( a ) m . n ( b ) n . ( b ' ) , X ° - y -
(1.4.3) F, [a, b, b'; c; x, y] - L 77. ~ ^ 
{ 14} 





ma>: ( |x | , |y|}<l; 







|x |+ ly |< i ; 
(1.4.5) F3 [a, a', b, b'; c; x,y] = Z (a)n.(a')Jb)^(b'), x-y-
in4i=0 (c)„ m!n! 






max {|x|, |y|} < 1; 
(1.4.6) F4 [a, b; c, C; x, y]= £ (a)«..u(b)„... x-y^ 







/[TiWlyl < 1; 
{ 15} 
where the denomenator parameters c and c' are neither zero 
nor a negative integer. 
Just the Gaussian 2^1 function was generalized to F^ 
by increasing the number of the numerator and denomenator 
parameters, the four Appell functions were unified and 
generaUzed by Kampe' de Fe'riet's who defined a general 
hypergeometric function of two variables. The notation 
introduced by Kampe' de Fe'riet 's for his double 
hypergeometric function of superior order was subsequently 
abbreviated by Burchnall and Chaundy (1941, p.112). We 
recall here the definition of a more general double 




. n {a^.M (bj),n (Cj). ,^, 
-=° n (cxj),,,n (Pj)rn (YJ). ^ ' S ' 
j=i j=i j=i 
where for convergence, 
(i) p+q</+m+l, p+k</+n+l, |x|<oo, |y|<oo, or 
(ii) p+q=/+m+l, p+k=/+n+l, and 
(1.4.8) 
|xf/( '^)+|yf/(p^)<l, if p>/ 
max{|x|,|y|}<l, if p</ 
{ 16 } 
The double hypergeometric function defined by (1.4.7) reduces 
to the Kampe de Feriet function in the special case, q=k 
and m=n. 
1.5 Hypergeometric Function of Three Variables : 
Lauricella (1893) [[43], p. 114] introduced fourteen 
complete hypergeometric function of three variables and of 
the second order. He denoted his triple hypergeometric 
functions by the symbols F^ F2, F3, ,F^^ of which F^ F2, 
Fg and Fg correspond, respectively, to the three-variable 
Lauricella functions Ff ,F^ *^,F^ >^ and FJf' defined by (1) 
through (4) with n=3. The remaining ten functions F3, F^, 
Fg, Fj, Fg, Fj^ Q, ,F^4 of Lauricella's set apparently fell 
into obhvion [except that there is an isolated appearance of 
the triple hypergeometric function Fg in a paper by Mayer 
(1932, p.265) who came across this function while evaluating 
certain infinite integrals. Saran (1954) initiated a systematic 
study of these ten triple hypergeometric functions of 
Lauricell 's set. We give below the definitions of these 
functions using Saran's notations Fg, Fp, ,F^ and also 
indicating Lauricell's notations : 
(1.5.1) F4 : Fg (ttp ap a^ p ,^ ^^, ^^; y^, y^ , 73,- x, y, z) 
y («lUn^p(PlL(P2)n+pX'°y°ZP 
ni^,p=0 (Yl)m(Y2)n(Y3)p ^ l l n l p ! 
{ 17} 
|x |<r , | y |<s , Iz|<t, r+(Vs+Vt f=l; 
(1.5.2) FI4'-FF ( "P " P " P Pp P2' Pp Vp ^2' ^2! ^' y- ^) 
(YiL(y2,U m!n!p! 
|xl<r, |y|<s, lzl<t, (l-s)(s-t)=rs; 
(1.5.3) Fg-.FQ (a,, a,, a,, pj, pj, P3; y,, 73, Y,; x, y, z) 
y («lUn.p(Pl)m(p2)n(P3)pX'"y"ZP 
(yiL(y2)n.p m!n!p! 
|x |<r , ly |<s , |z |<t , r+s=l=r+t; 
(1.5.4) FgiFj^ (a,, a^, a,, 3,, Po, [3,; 7j, y,, 73) x, y, z) 
y (aiL(a2Lp(PiUp(p2)n x-^y^zP 
(Yl)m(y2)n(Y3)p mllllp! 
|x|<r, |y|<s, |z|<t, (l-r)(l-s)=t; 
(1.5.5) Fir^M («p «2' ct,, P], p2' Pp Yp Y2' Y2; ^ ' y' z) 
y (ai)m(a2Lp(PiL.p(p2)nX'^y^^zP 
m^ .p=o (yi)m(y2)n+p m!n!p! 
|x|<r, (y(<s, |z|<t, r+t=l=s; 
{ 18} 
(1.5.6) FgiFj^ (ttj, a., a^, P,, (32, P ;^ y ,^ y,, y,; x, y, z) 
f ( ^ l ) m ( a 2 ) n ( a 3 ) p ( P l U p ( P 2 ) n X ° ^ y ' ^ Z P 
(yi)m(y2)n.p m!n!p! 
|x |<r , | y |<s , |z |<t , (l-r)s+(l-s)t=0; 
(1.5.7) Fi2-Fp (ttp a,, a,, p,, pp p,; y^ y ,^ JoJ x, y, z) 
> ^ (« l )n . . p ( a2 )n (P l )m .n (P2 )pX"^y"zP 
mt^ =o (yi)m(y2)u+p m!n!p! 
|x|<r, |y|<s, |z|<t, (st-s-t)2=4rst; 
(1.5.8) FIO^FR («]' «2' " ] ' Pp p2' Pi'" yp y2' y2' ^' y- ^l 
y ( « l ) m . p ( a 2 ) n ( P l L . p ( p 2 ) n X ' " y ^ Z P 
m£^=0 (yi):n(y2)n.p m l l l l p ! 
|x|<r, ly|<s, |z|<t, s(l-Vr )2+(l-s)t=0; 
(1.5.9) F^:F^ (a,, a,, a,, p^ Pj, P3; y^ y,, y,; x, y, z) 
y («l)m(a2)n,p(Pl)m(p2)n(P3)pX'^y"ZP 
ma.,p=0 (yi)m+n+p m!n!p! 
|x|<r, |y|<s, |z|<t, r+s=rs, s=t; 
(1.5.10) F^ giF^ , (a,, a,, a,, P,, P,, P,; y^ , y^ , y^ ; x, y, z) 
{ 19 } 
mZ^o (yi)„..n+p m!n!p! 
|x|<r, |y|<s, |z|<t, r-rs+s=t. 
CHAPTER 2 
SUMMATION AND REDUCTION FORMULA 
FOR HYPERGEOMETRIC SERIES 
2.0 Introduction: 
This chapter deals with the Henrici triple product 
theorem, two hypergeometric summation formulae related to 
9-j coefficients and reduction formulae for Lauricella's triple 
series, double clausenian hypergeometric series and 
generalized hypergeometric series. Results under consideration 
are given by Karlsson, per W. [35],[36],[37],[38], Bailey, 
W.N.[5] and Karlsson and Srivastava [34]. 
2.1 Product of Generalized Hypergeometric Series : 
Several formulae were given by Gauss and Kummer [65] 
expressing the product of two hypergeometric series as a 
hypergeometric series such, as e"'' iF^(x) as a series of the 
type iF^(-x) and 
(i+xy^F, 
as a series of the type gFiM-
4x 
,(i+xr 
Another theorem of a similar type which was given by 
Ramanujan, expressed. 
iF^ (a; p; x)^ F^ (a; p; -x) 
{21 } 
as a series of the type 2F3- This result was proved by 
Preece* who obtained other results of a similar kind from 
the consideration of differential equations. In the year 1927 
Whipple obtained a formula expressing 
as a hypergeometric series of the type 3F2 (x). Evidently if 
the product of two hypergeometric series can be expressed 
as a hypergeometric series with argument x, the coefficient 
of x"^  in the product must be expressible in terms of 
Gamma functions. In all the cases considered the coefficient 
of x" in the product can be found as a hypergeometric 
series, and everything tends on being able to sum this 
series. The following formulas are required 




(2.1.2) .Fi a,b; 













V 2 J r — b + l 2 
Saalschutz's formula 
{ 22 
x?\ u A ^ r (d)r ( l -e+a)r( l -e+b)r( l -e+c) 
[^.i.^} 3 2L . , . , J r ( l - e ) r ( d - a ) r ( d - b ) r ( d - c ) 
provided that a, b or c is a negative integer and 
d+e=a+b+c+l 
Dixon's formula 






4V(d 2 ; + e-a + l) 
(2.1.6) 3R a + b + 1 2c 
2-i^ 
- + c 
\2 J 
1 a b 
- + —+ — 
2 2 2 
l a b 
+ c 
2 2 2 1 a U f l b U f l a 
Whipple's formula 
(2.1.7) 3F2 [a,b,c;d,e] = 
+ - | r | - + - | r | - - - + c | r | i - - + c 2 2) I2 2 ; I2 2 J I2 2 
71 r(d)r(c) 
2"'T (a d\Ja e\Jb d\Jh e - + - r 2 2 + - r 2 2 + " r 2 2 + -2 2 
provided that a+b=l and d+e=2c+l 
The formulas used all refer to the summation of series 
of the type 2^1 and 3F2. There are formulas for summing 
series of higher order to ^Fg based on Dongall's theorem. 
The product 
( 1 - x ) ' , F , Kx ( 1 - x ) ^ 
is considered and expressed as a hypergeometric series 
(l-x)3« ,F 3^ 2 
1 2 
a ,a+- ,a+—; -27x 
Pi, P2; 4(l-x)^ 
{ 2 3 } 
= F 
3 a , —+ pi - p2 , — + p 2 - Pi ; 
2i 2, X 
Pi , P2 ; 
Now consider the product 
'ai , ,a,; KX^ 
(1-x)^ F, PI, A ; (i-xf 
where A, is a positive integer, |i any integer and P^ O^. 
The coefficient of x'' in the product is 
If n>?t, this can be written as 
( - P ) n 
n! 
F 
a 1 ,...,(x r , 
P l , . . . . ,Ps , , 
- n 1-n 
' X ' ^ ' 
- P 1-P 
; ^ - i - n 
' \ ' 
-k' -K ' 
n-P 1+n + P ^i-X-l+n-P, 
M-X 
I I - l - P 
> : 
The Baileys first cubic trgmsformation is 
-K 
1 '^ 
6a,2b,l - 2b 
3a + b + - , 3a - f c + l 
2 
(2.1.8) 3^. 
Proof: In the right hand side 
( l - x ^ a F , 
2a ,2a+- ,2a + -
3 3 




-6a ( 1 - ^ ) 3 ^ ^ . 
1 2 
2a,2a + - ,2a + -
3 ' 3 
3a + & + - ,3a-& + l 9 
-27x 
4(1-xf 
{ 2 4 } 
the coefficient of x'^  is 





- 2 7 
•"=° l 3 a + b + ~ | ( 3 a - b + l)^ ( n - m ) ! ^ 
(6a). 
n! 
\ ^ 1 „ 2 n+6a l+n+6a 
2a,2a+—,ia+—,-n,—-—, ; 
3 3 ' 2 2 (-l)^(3-l)^-V-27^ 
^ , 1 ^ 1 1 6a 6a+l 6a+2 
3a+b+--,3a-b+l,—,• , ; 
2 3 3 3 
4 ; 
n! 6J-5 
^ ^ 1 ^ 2 n + 6 a l + n + 6 a 
2 a , 2 a + - , 2 a + - , - n , — - — , ; 
3 3 2 2 
1 1 2 3 a + b + - , 3 a - b + l , 2 a ^ a + - ; 2 a + - ; 
2 '^ 3 3 
(6a), ^ 
! ^ 
(2a), 2a + ^ 
3 j kV 2a + - j (-n). 
n + 6 a l + n + 6 a 1 k 
kV 
ni k=0 3a + b + 
2) (3a-b+l)k(2a)k 
1 2a + -









n + 6 a 
/ k 
l + n + 6 a 
^k 
3 a + b + -
2) 
(3a -b+ l )k k! 
(6a)„ 
n! 3J^2 
n + 6 a l + n + 6 a 
- n , , ; 
2 2 
3 a + b + - , 3 a - b + l ; 
2 
Using [RainviUe [65], Theorem 29; p . 87] 
3 - 1 2 
-n, a, b; 
c,l + a + b - c - n ; 
(c -a )„ (c -b) , 
(c)^(c-a-b), . 
{ 2 5 } 
the coefficient of x*^  is 
(6a) . 
1 n ^ 3a + b + ^ - - - 3 a 
2 2 
/ 1 n 3a + b + 3 a -




3a + b + 1 ^- , 1 n ^ n „ 1^ 3a + b 4 - 3a 3 a - -
V 2 2 'J 
(6a), 
t'o n 
1 n\ (^ n^ 
b - — 
u 
b + - - -
2 2 V ^ n 
/ \ X'' 
3 a + b + -
2 
( b - 3 a - n ) ^ 
, 2n 
(6a)n 
2 b - n 
V 
2 b - n + l 
V Zi i_x" 
n=0 II ' 2 "^^  3 a + b + -
2 
( b - 3 a - n ) . 
(6a), (2b-n)2n 
n=0 ^ ' 2^" 3a + b + l\ 
\ 
( b - 3 a - n ) . 
n=0 
(6a), r(2b+n) r ( b - 3 a - n ) 





CO (6a), r(2b) r(2b+n) (b-3a)_. 
'^ =° ^' r(2b) r(2b-n) 2'° 3a+b+4 
-X 
V 'J 
_ ^ (6a)^ (2b), (b-3a)_, (x}-
'^ =° ""' (2b)_, ( 1 3 a + b + -l 2; 
Again using [[88], p. 22] 





(2b), (- l) '^(l-2b). ( 
3a + b + M^ (l~b + 3a), (-1)" ^ 
X l"^  
4^  
{ 2 6 } 
=1 
n=0 
(6a)J2b) . ( l - 2 b ) . 
f V\ 
3 a + b + -
l 2 
( 3 a - b + l ) , n! 
= .,R 3-^2 
6a, 2b, :L-2b 




2.2 Triple Series Identity: 
Making use of certain known t ransformat ions in the 
theory of hypergeometric functions, we can prove a general 
triple series identity which readily yields Henrici 's recent 
resul t expressing the product of three hypergeometric QF^ 
function in terms of a hypergeometric ^F^ function. 
General triple series identity to be proved is 
(2.2.1) 
n+2p ^m+n+p 
n.S=o^""'' (b).(b)„ (blVmlnlp! 








b+1 b+2A r 2 b - l ^2b^ ^ 
V 
2b+l'[ 
3 ) X ^ ) X 3 A r! 
where {A„}*^ o ^^  ^ bounded sequence of complex numbers 
^2711^ 
and co=exp 
V -5 y 
Proof : 
Henrici [29] derived the elegant formula [Karlsson [34], 
p. 85, Eq. 1]. 









oFi 2 CO X 
6c; 
-2F7 
3 c — , 3c+—; 
4 4 M^y 
1 2 1 1 l9 j 
6c, 2c, 2c+-, 2c+-, 4c—,4c, 4c+-; 3 3 3 3 
by writmg the left hand side in the form 















1 4 c — 
3 j 
(4c), 4 c + | r! 
m n n 2p p 








r=0 (6c)r (2c), 6c+l 











:^=o (6c)n, (6c)n (6c)p m !n !p! 
I 4 3c+i Ixf' 
r=0 (6c) 6c^ 6c + l 6c + 2^  / • 12c-l 12c" ri2c+r r! 





=1 [2 4 
^b 1 
H-
v2 4A V 




b + 1 b + 2 
v 
2 b - l 2b 2b + l 
CO 
ni^,p=0 
„ n + 2 p m+n+p 
m+n+p (b)^(b),(b)pm!n!p! 
b _ ^ 
2 4 
3r" 
v2 4 j , 
/ A ^ 3r 
r=0 (b). b + 1 b + 2 r2b-l~ 3 , 
2b + l 
2.3 Per W. Karlsron Reduction Formula : 
The reduction formulas under consideration are those for 
which the conditions upon the vsiriables are other than fixed 
values. Known results are discussed, and some new formulas 
are derived by series manipula t ions from var ious known 
summation and transformation theorems. The ten functions 
in this class are compared with respect to the least number 
of pa ramete r condi t ions required for pa r t i cu la r types of 
reduction formulas. For some of the ten functions, reduction 
formulas of these types do not exists at all, while there are 
many in other cases. 
{ 2 9 } 
(2.3.1) 
T^SOO 
^ l U 




x , - - x 
r 
a+b+l I 




2' 2 8x(l-2x) 
Proof : 
The classical summation theorem [Karlsson [35], p. 43, 
Eq. (6.3)] is 
T-,3 0 0 
^ H I 
a, b, c: -; -
d: c; c 
x,y 
y (a)2n(b)..(xy)" ^p^ 
n=0 (d)2u(c)nn! 
a + 2 n , b + 2 n 
d + 2 n 
x + y 
1 a+b+l 
Put y=—-X and d= in the above result to get 
d-b 111 
a, b, c: -; -
a+b+l 














x + — X 
2 
{ 3 0 } 
>2n 
e=2 
-^1 a + l , 2n ru\ b+1 •x(l-2x)" 
UA 
n=0 (c)n n! 





Using [[88], p. 23] 






16x(l-2x) a + l b + 1 




a + 2n,b + 2n 




Again using [Bailey, W.N. [5], p.243] 
,Fi 
A,B 




f A + B + r 
r'AliVf^i^" 
V 
The equation becomes 





^-J [8x(l-2x)] r 
(c)n n! ^ 
a j f l 
l~2" 
a+l^ 
-+n { 2 -+n V 
/b+n 








^\] [8x(i-2x)]" r ^ ^ ^ i ^ ^ - ^ r b + l + 2 n Y ^ 
. 2 J 
a+b+1 









[8x(l-2x)] r a+b+1 
(c)a n! r a + l r b+l 
e =r 
a + b + 1 
2 
a + l b + l 
:Fi 8 x ( l - 2 x ) 
2.4 Summation Formula of Kampe' de Fe'rlet Series : 
In a recent article in [94] Van-der Jeugt et al., while 
studying 9-j coefficients obtained several summation formulae 
for va r ious Kampe' de Fe'riet hypergeometr ic func t ions . 
Continuing [94], we shall give further consideration to two of 
these resul ts by proving one of them and generalizing the 
other. Both formulae involve the Kampe' de Fe'riet function 
defined by 
{ 3 2 } 
(2.4.1) i* 1:1 
a, b, c; a', b', c' 
e; e 
x,y 
(a). (bU (c)„ {aX (b')„ (c% x " y' 
m^=0 (d)ni+n (e)m (e')„ 
The region of convergence is given by lx |<l , and |y |<l ; 
and the series is (cf. [28]) absolutely convergent for 
| x | = l = | y | , provided that we have 
Re(d+e-a-b-c)>0 and Re(d+e'-a'-b'-c')>0. 
Note the natural modifications if there are negative 
integral values of one or several numerator parameters. It is, 
as usual, understood that no denominator parameter is zero 
or negative integer. 
The summation formulae is as follows : 
(2.4.2) ^ 1;1 
:a,b,c; a+c+e'-e, b+c+e'-e, -c 







We consider Eulerian integral representation [Karlsson, 
[36], p.6944, Eq. (4)] is 
{ 3 3 } 
' «' «' ^ . ^ jC i ^ j v * j C \y 
e,e 
- : a,b,c; a',b'c' 
p0:3 
^ 1:1 x,y 
e; e 
. 1 - 1 
= j j s'^ -' (1-s)'-^"' t"'-' (1-t)^'-''-' 
0 0 
•Fg [ a, a'; b, b'; d; xs, yt] ds dt 
Re(e)>Re(c)>0, Re(e')>Re(c')>0 
First we put x=l=y, a'=d-a, b'=d-b in the above result to 
get 
(t)i = r 
t — ' - » ' 
W j t V / jV / j O V* 
e,e 
^ 1:1 
- : a,b,c; d-a, d-b, c' 
d : e; e' 
1,1 
= J Y S " ' (1-S)^-^-' t''-' (l-t)''-'^ '-' 
0 0 
•Fg [ a, d-a; b, d-b; s, t] ds dt 
Applying the well known reduction formula, 
F3[a,d-a; b, d-b; d; s, t] = (l-t)^^^-'^  2FJa,b;d;s+t-st] 
to get 
1 1 
(t)i= j j 8^ -1(1-8)^ -=-^  t'^ '-^ fl-tj^ '-'^ '-i (l-t)^ ^ -^d 2FJa,b;d;s+t-st] ds dt 
0 0 
Introduce new variables o=l-s, T=l-t such that the variable 
of the 2^1 is l-oT in the above result to get 
1 1 
^rl 1 (l-a)'=-i(a)^ -=-i (l-T)<='-i(T)e'-c'+a+b-d-i ^p^ [a,b;d;l-OT](-da)(-dT) 
0 0 
{ 34 } 
1 1 
(t)j = J J (l-a)'=-Ma)^ -'^ -i (l.^ )c'-i(^ )e'-c'+a+b-d-i ^p^ [a,b;d;l-oT] da dx 
0 0 
Transform to variables ax by classical analytic continuation 
formula to get 




d : e; e' 
e', d-a-b,d, e'+a+b-c'-d 






e, d, a+b-d, e+d-a-b-c 





Re(d+e-a-b-c)>0, Re(e'-d+a+b-c')>0, Re(l-d-c-c')>0 
we now set c'=-c and d=a+b+c+e'-e. Then the ^FgflJ's become 
^FJlj-s 
— : a, b, c; b+c+e'-e, a+c+e'-e, -c 
a+b+c+e'-e : e; e' 
= r 
e', c+e'-e, a+b+c+e'-e, e 
e'+c, b+c+e'-e, a+c+e'-e, e-c 
F 
4^3 
a, b, e-c, e 
l-c-e'+e, e, e-c 
+ r 
e, a+b+c+e'-e, e-c-e', e' 









{ 3 5 } 
^2 = r 
e,e', c+e'-e, a+b+c+e'-e 
-e-c, e'+c, b+c+e'-e, a+c+e'-e. 
" e, e', e-c-e', a+b+c+e'-e " 




















r(e-c-e') r(a+b+c+e'-e) r(l+c4-e'-e) r(l-a-b-c-e'+e) 





r(c+e'-e) r(l-(c+e'-e)) r(a+b+c+e'-e) r(l-(a+b+c+e'-e)) 
r(b+c+e'-e) r(l-(b+c+e'-e)) r(a+c+e'-e) r(l-(a+c+e'-e)) 
+ 
r(e-c-e ' ) r(l-(e-c-e ')) r(a+b+c+e'-e) r(l-(a+b+c+e'-e)) 
r(a) r(i-a) r(b) r(i-b) 
Re(e')>0, Re(e)>0 
{ 3 6 } 
Using [[88], p.20] 






% 7t Sin7i(b+c+e'-e) 
Sin7i(c+e'-e)Sin7c(a+b+c+e'-e) % 
Sin7i:(a + c + e'-e) n SkiTia Sinrcb 





Jsin7i:(b + c+e'-e) Sin7r(a + c+e'-e) 








JSin7x(b + c+e'-e) SinTifa + c+e'-e) 
|Sin7i(c+e'-e) SinTC(a+b+c + e'-e) 
Sinua Sinixb 
Sin7i(c + e'-e) Sin7i(a + b + c + e'-e)^ 
Re(e)>0, Re(e')>0 




j2Sm7t(a+c + e'-e) Sinn (b + c + e'-e)-2Sin7ra Sinub 
[ 2Siim (c + e'-e) Sin7t(a+b + c+e'-e) 
Re(e)>0, Re(e')>0 
Aggiin using, 




|Cos7i(a-b)-Cos7r(a+b+2c + 2e'-2e)-Cos7r(a-b) + Cos7r(a + b) 





fCos;i(a + b)-Cos7i(a + b+2c+2e'-2e) 
[Cos7i:(a + b)-Cos7c(a + b+2c+2e'-2e) 
Re(e)>0, Re(e')>0 




The next summation formulae to be proved is as follows: 
— : a, -m-p, e+m; d-a, d+m+p, c' 
0.3 (2.4.3) F°f 
d : d-a+p+1 
1, 1 
=r 
i - a+ l , l - c ' ' 
d - a + l - c ' _ 
(d-a)p (d-a + l)p (aU(-ir(m+p)! 
(d-a+l-c')p (dUp (e)^p! 
m, peNo, Re(l-m-c')>0 
{38} 
Proof: 
A known result of Karlsson [[36], p.6944 Eq. (5)] is 
F 0.3 1:1 
— : a, b, c; d-a, d-b, c' 
1. 1 
= r 
e', d-a-b, d, e'+a+b-c'-d 
e'-c', d-a, d-b, e'+a+b-d 
• F 
a, b, e-c, e'+a+b-c'-d 
a+b-d+1, e, e'+a+b-d 
+r 
e,d,a + b-d,e + d-a~b-c 
e- c,a,b,e + d -a-b 
4 ^ 3 
d - a,d - b,e'-c',e + d - a - b- c 
d - a - b •{ he' ,e + d - a - b 
Re (d+e-a-b-c)>0, Re (e'-d+a+b-c')>0, Re (l-d-c-c')>0 
To establish the reduction formula (2.4.3), we consider 
the above equation together with a different set of conditions: 
-beN^, e'=d-a+l-b+e-c A -(e-c)eN^. 
when we insert first and second of these conditions, the 
above equation becomes. 
{ 39 } 
Tr,0.3 
i* 1.1 
: a,b,c; d-a, d-b,c' 




d -a -b + l+e-c-c',d-a,d-b,l+e-c 
•.F: 4 - ^ 3
a,b,e-c,l+e-c-c' 
a + b-d+l,e,l + e-c 
+r 
e,d,a + b-d,eH-d-a-b-c 
e-c,a,b,e+d-a-b 
\F: 4 -l- 3 
d-a,d-b,d-a-b+l+(e-c)-c ' ,e+d-a-b-c 
d - a - b + l ,d-a-b+l+(e-c),e+d-a-b 
Put e-c=-m, c = e+m in the above result to get 
^ 11 
a,tie+m;d-a,d-b ,c' 
d : e;d-a-b+l-m 
1, 1 
= r 
d-a-b+l-m,d-a-b,d, l-ni-c ' 
d-a-b+l-m-c ' ,d-a,d-b, l-m 
4 ^ 3 
a, b, -m, 1-m-c' 
a+b-d+1, e, 1-m 
{ 40 } 
+r 
e ,d , a+b-d ,d -a -b -m 
-m,a,b,d-a-b+e 
• 4 ^ 3 
d - a , d - b , d - a - b + l - m - c ' , d - a - b - c + e 
d - a - b + l , d - a - b + l - m , d - a - b + e 
Put b=-m-p in the above result to obtain 
p 0 ; 3 
•T 1:1 
-: a,-m-p,e + m;d-a,d+m+p,c' 
e; d - a+ l+p 
1, 1 
r 
d - a + l + p ,d -a+m+p,d , l -n i - c ' 
d - a + l - c ' +p, d -a , d + m + p , l - m 
4 - ^ 3 
a,-m -p,-m,l-m - c' 
a -d+ l -m-p ,e , l -m 
+r 
e,d,a - d - m - p,d - a - m+m+p 
-m,a,-m-p,d-a+m+p + e 
4 A 3 
d-a ,d + ni + p ,d -a + l -m-c '+m + p , d - a - c + e+m + p 
d - a+ l+ in + p , d - a + l - n i + m + p , d - a + e+m+p 
r 
d - a + l + p , d - a + m + p , d , l - i n - c ' 




a-d+1-m-p, e, 1-m 
+r 
e,d,a-d-m-p,d-a+p 
-m,a,-m-p,d-a + m + e+p 
d-a,d^ m+p,d-a+l-c'fp,d-a-c + e+m+p 
d-a+l+m+p,d-a+l+p,d-a + e+m+p 
2.5 A Theorem on Lauricella Function : 
Theorem : 
Let x^, ,x^ be complex variables that are all different 
and do not take values in (o)u(l,+oo) on the real axis. Also, 
let X be complex, and define 




X . J = l X , - X , 
i = (1, 2....n) 




Since (2.5.2) is trivially true for X=0, we assume X^O in 
the following and this condition is necessary. The starting 
point is the integral 
{ 4 2 } 
(2.5.3) r dt. 
Jo 
A new variable of integration is introduced by 
t = T'-n-^—i-— 
By differentiating 'vith respect to x, we get 
^ ' j - i 
-—= ?tT Pn X n i~ 






is a polynomial of degree n. 
Using (2.5.1), we readily see that P^(T) equals (1-x)" for the 
n+1 different x-values 0, l / x ^ ^l/^n-
In consequence, we have 
dx r-^ ( l _ x j " ^ 
t ' J - 1 
which does not vanish for Te(0,l), Moreover T=0 and T=1 are 
mapped into T=0 and T=1 respectively. 
rdt=r;.x-(i-T)"nfc^^i^dT 
Jo Jo j=i [l-x/' 




{ 43 } 
j= l ^^  j -
which we compare with the Laur icel la-Schlaf l i i n t eg ra l 
representation 
Fi^"'[a. b^, ,b^; c; x^, , x j 
= r, [r^^ . r T ^ " ( l - T r " n { ( l - x , x ) " - } d t 
r(a)r(c-a)-'o j=i 
Re(c)>Re(a)>0 
See for instance [[87], p.283]. We then arive at 
n{( l -xj '^} = — 4 - J '-Fi"'[^.l-^i ,l-n,,;X + n + l;Xi,...,x„] 
j=i r(>v + n + l) 
Re(^)>0, 
r ( ^ + l ) r ( n + l ) („) - A + n + l - x X 1 
T(l + l + n) 
Re (?.)>0, 
Re(X)>0, 




AN EXTENSION OF BAILEY'S THEOREM 
3.1 Introduction: 
A theorem of Bailey, W.N. [7] has been generaUzed by 
Exton, H.[23] in 1993. This theorem is capable of yielding a 
multiple generating function of hypergeometric series. The 
generating function and its special cases are of very general 
nature. They may be generalized to deduce new generating 
functions for Bessel polynomials and for a wide variety of 
hypergeometric polynomials. Laguerre polynomials of several 
variables defined by Erdelyi in 1937 are also considered. A 
different type of generating function for the multivariable 
Laguerre polynomials is also given. All these formulas are 
typical, in the sense that they become tautological if any 
attempt is made to reduce the general case to single series. 
A generating function of several variables is deduced from a 
general theorem concerned with the manipulation of multiple 
series. This is of considerable flexibility which does not 
possess a counterpart as a single series which is not 
tautological. 
The general theorem on the re-arrangement of series was 
given by Exton (1976) [[21],p.l39]. 
{ 45 } 
If 
™l r--.mn 
(3.1.1) P(mp , m j - E a(p^, , p j u(m^-p^,....;.,m^-pj 
Plr- ,P„=0 
•V(m^ + P^, '°ln+Pn) 
and 
(3.1.2) Y(mp ,mj= E 8{p^, , p j u(Pi-m^, ,p„-mj 
• v ( P i + m ^ , . P n ' - ^ n ) 
where 
a(mj,,....,mj, 5(mp....,mJ \x(m^, ,mj and v{m^, ,m j are 
functions of nip ,m^ only such that the series Y(mp ,mj 
exists. 
Then 
(3.1.3) E a(mp....,m^) Y(mp...,mJ 
m, ^-,m,,=0 
= E p(mp ,mj 5(mp ,mj 
m, r-i'",! =0 
It is understood that all the series concerned are absolutely 
convergent. This result is a strmght forward extension of a 
theorem by Bailey (1949), [6]. 
3.2 Generating Function : 
Suppose that 
U ( m i + +m:,) Tj/o^=i 
(3.2.1) u(m,, ,mj = -^—, r ' ^ ' 
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(3.2.2) v(m,, ,mj = V(m,+ +mj 
and 
(3.2.3) 5(m,, ,mj = D(m,+ +mjxr x^ 
Furthermore, a{m^,....,m.J is taken to be independent of 
variables x^ x^, ,x^ but not of the form A(m^ + '^^J-
Substituting equation (3.2.1) and (3.2.2) in equation 
(3.1.1), we get 
(3.2.4) p(m,, ,mj 
^ ^'yf" a(pi,....,pJU(mi-pi+ +m, -Pn)V(mi +Pi+ +m„ + p j 
~p,,f^ „=o (mi-pi)! ( m , - p j ! 
If we replace p^  by m^+Sj on the right hand side of 
equation (3.1.2), then the equation becomes 
CO 
y{^v >mj= L 5(mi+Sp....,m^+sJ 
•Sir , S „ = 0 
•u(m,+s,-m,, ,m +s -m )v(m,+s,+m,, ,m +s +m ) 
GO 
Y(mi,....,mJ = Z 5(Si+mp ,s^+mju(s^, , s j 
.v(Si+2mp >s^+2mj 
Substituting the equations (3.2.1), (3.2.2) and (3.2.3) in the 
above result, we get 
CO 
(3.2.5) 7(m,, ,mj= E D(s,+m,+ +s^+mj 
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xr^"', ,xr""U(Si+-"+sJV(Si+2mi+ •+s,,+2mj 
Si! s , ! 
Result (3.2.5) can be written as 
00 
y(mp ,mj= Z D(s,+ +s^+m^+ +mJU(s^+ + s j 
(xr , ><"M\ ,^n )V(Sa+ +s,+2mi+ +2m,) 
Si! s„! 
CO 
y(mp , m j = x r , ,x7 X D(s^+ +s^+m^+ +mJU(Si+ +s j 
V(Si+ +s„ +2mi+ +2mn)xi', ,x'; 
Si! s j 
Again, using the mult inomial theorem [[88], p.87] in the 
above result, we get 
(3.2.6) Y(m ,^ , m j = x r , . x ^ J ] D(s+m^+ +mJU(s) 
(xi + +x„)' V(s+2mi+ +2m„) 
_ 
Again, result (3.2.6) can be written as 
CO 
y(m^, ,mj={xr', - x ' r H x M X D(s+m^+ +mJU(s) 
s=0 
(Xi+ +Xu)'V(s+2mi+ +2m„) 
_ _ 
If one of the variables x , say, is such that x, + +x 
vanishes, i.e. x^=-(x^+X2+ +x^.i) and s=0, the above result is 
given by 
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Y(mi> .mj = (xr , ,x^-r}{-(Xi+ +K.,)r^ 
D(mi+ +m^) U(o) V(2mi+- +2m,)(xi+--+x^)° 
o! 
Since, by hypothesis U(o)=l. 
(3.2.7) y(m^, ,mj = {xT', ,x^Lr){-(Xi + ^x^jrn 
•D(m^+ +mJV(2m^+ +2mJ 
In (3.2.3), if one of the variables x^ ,^ say is such that 
x^+ +x^ vanishes i.e. x^  + '^'^rT^- Thus we get 
mn H^v ,mJ=D(m^+ + m j « s ,x:-^}H^,+^2^ +x^.i)} 
Substitute the above result and equation (3.2.7) in equation 
(3.1.3) to get 
CO 
(3.2.8) Z D(m,+ + m j « s ,xr_r){-(x^+ "-x^-iir" 
•[3(m^,....,mJ 
CO 
= Z D(m^+ +mJV(2mj + +2mja(mp ,mj 
•{xr, ,x^_r}{-(xi+ +x^-i)r" 
Hence, the polynomials P(mj, ,mj, independent of Xp....,x^ 
(because a(mp....,mj^) is independent of x^,....,x^ by 
hypothesis) are generated by the relation (3.2.8). 
If a(mp,...,mj is of the form A{m^,...,m.J, then (3.2.8) is 
a tautology because each member then reduces identically to 
unity. 
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A non-trivial simplification of (3.2.8) arises if 
:o n nx t X B(mi+ +mn)(-zir, ,{-zX" 
3.2.9 a m , , ,m„ = ; ; 
Substituting equation (3.2.9) in equation (3.2.8), 
we get 
2 D(m^+ + m j { x r , ,x^.r}{-(x^+ +x^ . j rn 
•P(mp , m j 
CO 
= _ Z ^D(m^+ + m j V(2m,+ +2mJ{x;"', ,x„"'-} 
{-(xi+ +x„_,)rB(mi+ +mj( -z0" ' , ,(-z„)"" 
ni l ! m „ ! 
(3.2.10) E D(m^ + + m j { x r , ,x-r}{-(Xi+ +x^.i)r" 
•3(mp m J 
= H B(m^+ +mJD(m^+ +m^)V(2m^+ +2mJ 
( - X i Z i ) " " (-Xn-lZn-i)"^'"' { z „ ( X i + " - + X „ _ i ) r ' 
mi^.^n„=0 
mi,-/n, i=0 
m i ! m,,_i! m,,! 
Equation (3.2.10) can be written as 
Z D(m,+ + m j { x r , ,x^-r}{-(Xi+ +x„.i)r" (3(m^,....,mJ 
r7li r - t^n =0 
= S B(m^+ +mJD(m^+ +m^)V(2m^+ +2mJ 
mi^.,m„=0 
{ 5 0 } 
(-XiZi)°^ (-X„_iZn-i)'^"' { X i Z n + — + X ^ Z ^ 
• J ) 
mi! mn-i! nin! 
Again, using the multinomial theorem [[88], p. 87] and 
suppose that m^+ +m^=m, the right hand side of the above 
result becomes 
(3.2.11) Z D(m^+ +mj{xr>, X-r'}{-(Xi+ ^^n-iT^ 
^ m! 
3.3 The Bessel Polynomial of Several Variables : 
The generating function (3.2.8) and its simpler special 
case (3.2.11) are of a very general nature. They may be 
specialized to deduce new generating relations for a wide 
variety of hypergeometric polynomials. 
We now consider a generalization of the Bessel 
polynomials in several variables. This is defined as follows-
( 3 . 3 . 1 ) ym,, m J Z l , ; Z n ; a ) 
CO 
= J ] (a-l+mi+ +m„,ri+-"+r„)(-mi,ri)....(-m„,rJ 
i'ir-,r,i=0 
ri! r j 
If all but one of the variables are suppressed, we 
recover the Bessel polynomials 
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(3.3.2) y^(z;a) = 2F0 [a-l+m.-m; - ; -z] 
See Grosswald (1978), [25], for a comprehensive review. As 
usual, the Pochhammer symbol (a,m) is defined by, 
(3.3.3) (a,m) = I | j t ^ = a ( a + l ) ( a + 2 ) (a+m-1); (a,0)=l 
and ((a),m) denotes the sequence (a^m), (a2,m) [s.^,^) 
See [[73], p.41]. 
Let 
(3.3.4) U(m^+ +mj= l 
(3.3.5) V(m,+ + m j = (a-1, m,+ + m j 
T^i ' ^ ((d),mi+-"+m„) 
(3.3.6) Dmi+ + m „ = ^ ^ ^ 
^ ' ((g),nil + -+.01,) 
and 
^1 ^ n (3.3.7) a(mi,....,mj- — 
mi'. m^l 
It will be seen that a(mp....,mj^) is of the form (3.2.9), in 
which 
(3.3.8) B(m^+ +mj=(-l)"^i^ ™^n 
If we subs t i tu te (3.2.4), (3.3.5), (3.3.6) and (3.3.8) in 
(3.2.11), we get 
t f;""" ^"^y .x-rK-(x,.....K„.)r 
m,:^=o((g),mif- •+m,J 
CO 
• S a(pi, ,p„)U(mi-pi+ + m „ - p j 
Pl„Pn=0 
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^ V(mi+pi+- +m^+Pn) 
(mi-pi)! (m^-Pu)! 
m=0 ((g),m)m! 
Again subst i tut ing the values of a, V and U from (3.3.7), 
(3.3.5), (3.3.4) and using (3.3.3) in the above result, we get 
^ ((d),m,-f- +mj{xr, ,x-r }{-(x,+...-+x..or 
m i ^ p i n = 0 ((g),mi+- •+mj 
p,.^ „=o Pi! Pu! (mi-pi)! (m„-p„)! 
^ d ,m r (a - l+2m , , , , , , ..n 
= L / ^ \r / —^{Xi(Zi-Zj + X2(Z2-zJ+ +X,-i(z„.i-Z„)} 
^0 ((g),m)r(a-l) 
Using [[88], p.22] 
((d),m,+-"+mJ{xr, ,x^_VK-(Xi+ •+Xn-i)rmJ m j y 
m,^.=o ((g),nii+- + m j mJ m J 
^ ^ s^ (a-l,n\+ 4-m„)(a-I+n\4---4-iiv„R+-4-p„) 
n ^ ^ R l R.1 (n\-pi)I (rA.-R,)! 
-A ( ( d ) , n i ) ( a - l ) 2 i n r / X / ^ / urn 
^0 ((g),m)m! 
Again using [[88], p.23] 
f m,m,+ •+mj(a-l,m,+ +m,){xT\ ,x^r}{-(xi+ •+x,_,)r 
m,.i=o ((g),mi+ + m j mJ m J 
Y (a-l+mi+ +m„,pi+ +Pn)nii! m,J zf zf; 




m V '' m 
((g),m) m! 
{ X i ( Z i - Z n ) + + X n - l ( Z n - i - Z n ) } ' 
Using [[88], p.23] 
(-n).= (-Ifn! (n-k)!' 
Z ((d),mi+ •+mj(a-l,m,+ +m,){xT\ ,x'^T]{-{^,+ +x.,_0}° ((g),mi + + m j m j mj 
' Z (a-1+mi +--+m,, ,pi+ +Pa)m^! m„! zf z^ " (-mi )p, (-m,, )p,. Pi! Pn! (- i rni i ! ( - i r -mj 
' • 1 
m = 0 
((d),m) ^ a - 1 ^ 
^ o ^ 
V ^ y 




m.1, ,iii„ =0 
((d),mi+.-"+mJ(a-l,mi+ +m.,]{xT\ ,x^_r}{-(xi+"""+x.-i)}"" 
((g),nii+- + m j nil! m„! 
• z 
P I , .P.i=0 
(a-l+mi+ •+m„,pi+---fpa)mi! m^! zf ^^"(-mi,pi) (-m^,Pn) 
Pi! PJ ( - r ( - r m j m J 
33 
-1 
((d),m) ^ a - n ra^ 
V ^' J \^J 
[4{xi(zi -z„)+ +x^.i(z„.i -z„)}]' 
m ^ ^ m 
m=0 ((g),ni) m! 
I ((d),mi+"""+m„)(a-l,mi+ +ii]n){xr', ,Xn-rK-(xi+--+Xn-i)}' ((g),mi+- + m j mJ m„! 
• z 
Pi, ,Pn =0 
(a-l+mi+--+m^,Pi+--+p,0(-mi,pi) (-m^,p^)(-Zir (-z,)^" 
Pi! Pn! 
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— n+a-r^ D+2i a 
(g) 
4{xi(zi -z„)+ +x„.i(z^.i -Zn)} 
Substituting the equation (3.3.1) in. the above result to get 
(3.3.9) I ((d) ,mi +--+m J (a - l,mi +--+m^]{xT', ,x^r }{-(Xi +--+x„_i))' 
mi, ^n=0 ((g),nil+• -l-mn) H> i i^n-
•ymi, ,mn^ 1 (Zp .ZnJa) 
— D+2 ^ G 
(d), a -1 a 
4{(zi -z„)+ +Xn-i(z„_i -z,J} 
(g) 
If we now suppose that 
(3.3.10) D(ni^+- •+ni_ =• 
a-1 
-,nii-i- +m^ a 
l2 ,mi+ +m,. 
then, (3.3.9) takes more elegent form 
y (a- l ,mi+--+mj{xr, ,x^.,V}{-(xi+ +x,_,)}"" 
mi, . ,inn=0 a -1 
- , J i i+ +m^ 
- ,mi+ +m^ m j m^l 
•Ymi. ,m„(Zl, ^n'A] 
= 1 
a-1 
. 2 ; 
a [4{xi(zi-z„)+ +x,,_i(z„.i-z,J}]'' 





S (a-l,m,+..-+m„){xr ,x"V}!-(x,+ +x„. ,)r 
mi, ,m„=0 a-1 \ / 
,mi+-"4-m^ a ,mi+ +m„ mi! m„! 
A 
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•Ymi, ^ , (Z i , ^nJS) 
=s 
m=0 
[4{xi(zi - z j + +x^.i(z„_i - z j } ] ^ 
m! 









It wiU be seen that the right-hand member of (3.3.11) is 
independent of the parameter a, If we let a=2 we have 
(l,mi4--+m J x r , ,x^,r {-(Xi+ +x._J}"" 
""'• •°'"=°(l,mi+ + m j - ,mi+ + m J m i ! m j 
Z 
= exp[4{Xi(z,-zJ+X2(z2-zJ+ +Vi(Vi-Zn)}] 
(O.J.12) Z J / I 
m„. ..^„-o _^jni+ +m^ Irai! m^! 




V ™n(^ l' '^n)=ymi n^nK- '^-'^\j^!D&' 3130 \ \ 
\ i Acc. No )'') 
corresponding to the simple Bessel polynomial\V\ 
YmN = OFQ (n+l> -n; -; 2) n Un.- ^  
{ 56 
In (3.3.11) and (3.3.12) respect ively , s u p p o s e t h a t 
Z2,....,Zj^ a re p u t equa l to zero t h e n we get t h e n e w 
generating relations (when n=2) (3.3.13) and (3.3.14) given by 
^ (a-l,mi +m2)x'"' (-x)'°^y^,^, (z;a) 




,mi+m2 nil! nia! 
(3.3.13) J (a-l.m. + m . ) ^ " ' ( - x r y „ , M t m . ) ^ ^ ^ p ^ ^ ^ 







mi ^ 3 
-,mi+m2 nil! m2! ) 
3.4 Other Special Cases : 
The main results offer many special cases of potential 
interest. 
(3.4.1) D_(c,mi+ -+01,) ^ ^ B^(a,mi+ ^m,) (a,mi+' -fm^) (c,mi+- +m,,) 
Substitute the result (3.2.4) in the result (3.2.11), we get 
Z D(mi+ + m j x r , ,x^_r {-(xi+ 4-x,,_i)}"" 
mi^ .^n=0 
Pl^-,Pn=0 
«(pi > >Pn )U(mi -pi + +m^ -p^ )V(mi +pi + +m^ +p,) 
(mi-pi)! ( m „ - p j ! 
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Again we substitute (3.2.9) in the above result to get 
2 D(mi+ +mjx r , x^ _V {-{x,+ •+x._i)}'"" 
y B(pi + •+Pn)(-Zi)'", ,(-z J"- U(mi - p i + 4-m„ -pn)V(mi + pi+ •+m„ + p J 
p . ~ l ^ Pi! Pa! (mi-p i ) ! (m„-p„) ! 
_ ^ B(m)D(m)V(2m){Xi(z, -Z:)+ +x^^,(z^ -z^.,)^ 
^0 m ! 
Put U=V=1 and (3.4.1) in the above result, to get 
(c,mi+ + m j x r , ,x^_r (-(x,+ +x..i)r" Z 
00 
m..t^ „=o (a,mi+ + m j 
y (a,Pi+ +Pa)zr ,zf;(-l)''' ,(-!)"" 
pi.^ „=o(c,Pi+ +Pn)Pi! Pn! (mi-pi)! (m,,-p„)! 
(a,m)(c,m){xi(z, -Zi) + X2(z^  -Z2)+ +x^.i(z„ -z^.i)}' 
^0 (c,m) (a,m) m! 
Using [[88], p. 23] 
y (c.mi+ +m Jxf', ,x^_r {-(Xi+ 4-x,_i)r" 
mi^ „=o (a,mi+ -+01J 
y (a,Pi+ +Pn)zr, ,z^"(-mi,pi), ,(-m,,pJ 
Pi„p„=o (c,Pi+ +Pn) Pi! Pn! m j m„! 
y {Xi(z„ -Zi) + X2(z, -Z2)+ +x^_i(z, -Zn-i)}' 
^ 0 m ! 
(3 4 2) y (c>mi+ +mjxr , ,x^_r{-(xi+ •+x„.i)r 
ni:^ .^ „=o (a,mi+ -i-m„) m j m^! 
{58 } 
•F<f'[a, -m^, ,-m^; c; z^, ,zj 
= exp {Xi(z^-zJ+ +x^-i(Zn-Vi)) 
where Fj"'is the Lauricella function of the fourth kind given 
by 
(3.4.3) F^^'la, bp ,b„;c; z^ ,zj 
y (a^-^ 4-n3„)(bi^) (b^ .^ mnK" -C 
n,:i=o(c,mi4^ 4-m,) mj ,m„! 
(See LauriceUa (1893), [48]). 
A generating relation for a different type of polynomial 
which can be expressed in terms of the function F^"'. 
U: ' (l-a,mi+ •+mj 
V= 
(c,mi+- -+10 )^ 
and 
(3.4.4) D=(l-a,m^+ +mj (c,m^+ +mj 
Substituting the values of U, V, B and D from (3.4.4) 
in (3.2.11), we get 
£ (l-a,mi+. ^m,,)(c,mi+. •+m^)xr, ,x^r {-(xi+' •+x,_i)}"" 
I {-ir-''"{-zr (-zj^ -Pi.t;'„=oPi! Pn! (mi-Pi)! (m^-p^)! 
{ 5 9 } 





Using [[88], p.22], we have 
^ x r , ,x^r {-(xi+ •+x^_i)}"" (l-a,mi+- •+ni^)(c,mi-h -+111,,) 
m i ^ , m n = 0 
S (-1) 
2(pi+-+p„) Pl Pn 
^ 1 ^ U 
Plr-,P, '=0 Pl! Pn! (mi-pi)! (m„-pn)! ( l -a ,mi+ -+111,0 
1 
(l-a+mi+ -fmn,-pi- -p„)(c,mi+ •+m„)(c+mi+ +m„,pi+ +p„) 
3 J (l-a,m)(c,m){xi(zi-z„)+ +x^_i(z„-i-z„)}' 
ni=0 \ 2 m ^c+l^ 
2]^ . 2 ml 
Again using [[88], p.22 and 23], we get 
Z K\ ,<-:r{-K+ +^n-ir'-
s 
Plr~,Pn=0 
zf zl" (-mi ,pi) (-m„ ,p.J 
Pl! Pn! (-1)'' ( - i r m j m j 
(1-1+a-mi- -m..„ pi+ +p„) 
(_1)P.--P„ (c^jj,^+ ^^^^ p^+ + p j 
=z (l-a,m)(c,m)[{xi(zi-z^)+ +x^_i(Zn-i-z,J}/4]' 




« ^ m i I XT', ,x-r{-(x,+ +x.„,)r 
mi r - ^ n =0 m,l m j 
(a-mi- -m^,pi+ +Tp^)(-m„p,) (-m^.p^,) 
(c+mi + ^-m^ ,pi +• w-p„) 
zr z^ " 
( - l f ' ' - -P" 'p , ! p j 
= ,Fc 2-12 
l - a , c ; 
c c+1 4 
(3.4.5) z 
mi^.4n„=0 
xr'. ,x"r{-(x,+ +x._,)r 
nil! m„] 
• Fj)"' [a-m^- -m^, -m^,....,-m^; c+m^+ +m^;zp... . ,zj 
= 2F2 
l - a , c ; 
, ^{Xi (Zi -Zn )+ +Xn_i (Z„_i -Zn)} 
£ £ll-
.2'~2~' 
3.5 A Double Generat ing R e l a t i o n of S i n g l e Hyper-
geometric Polynomials : 
If we select U, V, D and a when n=2, so that 
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together with x^=-x^, then, after a slight modification of the 
no ta t ion and reduct ion , we have the genera l genera t ing 
relation 
^ ((d),m+n)((u),m+n)((v),m+n)x-(-x)" 
^ ' n£lo ((g),m+n)((e),m+n)((f),m+n)m!n! 




D+2V+C -t G+2F+P 
(d), ^ .,\ 
J y^J 
+-,(c); 
(g), f f "i r f ^ V 2 y V 2 J 
4-^xy 
+-,(P); 
Suppose E=U=V=F=0, the double series on the left of 
(3.5.5) becomes separable in the form 
'(c),-m; 
^ ((d),m+n)x-(-x)° 






Using [[88], p.22], we get 






























If D=G=0, we then have the known result as 
X 
H —ro^o X C+l^ P 
(c),-m; 
(P); 
- y = - c F p 
• ( c ) ; 
xy 
.(p); 
{ 63 } 
m=0 m ! 




•(c) , - m ; 






[See [88], p.202] 
A similar formula, also known, follows if D=l and G=0 
in (3.5.6), we get 











( d , m ) x ° ' , , ._d-m T^  
' -(1+x) c+iFp 
m=0 ml 

















It will be seen that, in general, the parameters of (3.5.5) 
may be adjusted to give any desired form of the left-hand 
member, independent of the form of the polynomial generated 
{ 64 } 
on the r ight . It m u s t be s t r essed t ha t all the previous 
resul t , are formal and quest ions of convergence m u s t be 
decided in any special case considered. 
As an example of the use of (3.5.5), we give two new 
generat ing functions for the Laguerre polynomials. Using 
U=V=0=E=C=P, F=1 and y=-y in the result (3.5.5), we get 







f £ ^ 
lg),2'2 + 2' 
4-^x(-y) 
f ((d),m+n)x-(-x)" ^ {-mlf 
,^o((g)>m+n)(f,m+n)m!n! ^ (f+m+n),r! 
D-'^G+2 
'(d) ; 
f f 1 
-xy 
4 
|(d|,m+n)x°(-x)° ^ (-l)'m! y' r(f+m+n) 
7lo((g),m+n)(f,m+n)m!n!^ (m-r)! r! r(f+m+n+r) 
=DF( G+2 
"(d) ; 
, . f f 1 




y ((d),m+n)x'"(-xr r(f) f {-lyf r(f+m+n) 
alio ({g).m+n) n! r(f+m+n) ^ (m-r)! r! r(f+m+n+r) 
= D F < G+2 
(d) 
-xy 
y ((d),m+n)x"(-x)" r(f) ^ {-Ify' r(f+2m+n) 
m^=0 ((g),m+n) n! r(f+2m+n) r=o (m-r)! r! r(f+m+n+r) 
= nF, D^G+2 
(d) 
f f 1 
^^^'2'2^'2' 
-xy 
^ ((d),m+n)x°'(-x)" ,f-i+m+n, , 
(3.5.9) Z. 77^ uh ~T~,^«^ (y) 
^ ' ^^=o((g),ni+n (f,2iii + n)n! 
•DFG+2 
•(d) 
f f I 
^^^'2'2'"2' 
-xy 
where L^ ,"^ "^ '"^  (T/) are associated Laguerre polynomials. 




1 - u - m - n ; 
"(d); 
~nF( D^ G xy 
(g); 
{ 66 } 
^ ((d),m+n)(u,m+n)x"(-x)" y ( - m ) . / 





^ ((d),m+n)x'°(-xrr(u+m+n)f, (-l)'ni! yT( l -u-m-n)^ 
niA=0 ((g),m+n) rtiln! r(u) ^ (m-r)! r! r ( l -u -n i -n+r ) 




y ((d)>m + n)x'°(-x)" ^ (-1)^^ r(u+m + n ) r ( l - u - m - n ) r ( l - u - n ) 
.ilo((g).m + n)n! r(u) ^ ' (m-r)! r! r ( l - u - m - n + r ) r ( l -u -n ) 




^ ((d),m+n)x'°(-x)° r(u+m+n)r(l-u-m-n) ^ (-l)'y' r ( m - u - m - n + l ) 
•n4lo((g).m+n) n! r(u) r ( l -u-n) ^ (m-r)! r! r ( l - u - m - n + r) 
D>- Q 
• ( d ) ; 
(g); 
xy 
^ ((d),m+n)x'"(-x)° r(u+m+n)(l-u-n)_^ ^ (-l)^y' (m-u-m-n)! 
nio ((g),m+n) n! r(u) ^ (m-r)! r! r ( l -u-m-n+r) 




{ 67 } 
y ((d),m+n)x'"(-xr r(u+m+n)(-ir^-„.^_ 
n.r=o ((g),m+n) n! r(u) (1-1+u+nU '^ 




^ ((d),in+n)(-xr(-x)" r(u+m+n) ^-u-^-„ 
m^=0 ((g),m+n) n! r(u) (u+n). 




^ ((d),m+n)(-xr^r(u+m+n)r(u+n) L - — / ^ 
nr=o ((g),m+n) n! r(u)r(u+n+rn) = nF D^ G 
• (d ) ; 
xy 
(g); 
(3.5.10) J M ' E l £ ) H c r ^ l L r - ( y ) = ,Fo 




By further specialization, these two expressions give rise 
to generating functions of exponential form :-




. m / _ . \ i i ; -- ,m+n X (-x) 
Z j -r f-l+m+n 
m^=0 (f,2m+n) n! (y) 
= 2F2 
f f+1 
2 ' 2 ' _^ 
f f+1 4 
2' 2 ' 
{ 68 } 
Y~-,m+nV(-xr 
m,n=0 (f,2m+n) n! 
•l+m+n 
L^ (y) 







, m + n X (-X 
2 7 _f-l+ia+n 
m^=0 (f,2m+n) n! Lm (y) = exp 
-xy 
Again we set D=G=0 in (3.5.10), then equation becomes 
m.n=0 
(u,n)(-x)-
n! hZ'^-'iy) = oFo xy 
(3.5.12) y (^ >n)Mr L; 
m^=0 n! 
(^y) = exp(xy) 
CHAPTER 4 
DOUBLE GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
4.1 Introduction: 
In this chapter two results of Exton are used to obtain 
expansions of the product of hy]3ergeometric functions. Based 
on these results a theory of generating relations of special 
functions is developed by M.A. Pathan and Majed bin Saad 
[50]. Which are basically double generating functions of 
single polynomials. A technique of Laplace and inverse 
Laplace transform is used to obtain some expansions. A few 
double series expansions for Jacobi polynomials are obtained 
as special cases. Finally, expansions of Kampe de Feriet's 
and Appell's double series and Srivastava triple series are 
given and some transformation are deduced as special cases. 
Two interesting generating fucntions for the confluent 
hypergeometric function ^F^ and the generalized hyper-
geometric function ^Fg [[65], p.73(2)] are given by Exton 
[[23], p.7 (4.9) and p.ll(6.5)]. 








= exp(xy-xz) ^F^ 
a + 1; 
x^yz 
{ 7 0 } 
y ((d)L..((u))^,,((v)U.x-(-x)° 










f 1 1 / ^  
where for brevity (q) denotes Q parameters ap....,aQ with 
similar interpretation for (d), (g) and so on. Also ((q))jjj stands 
Q 
for P(qj)jjj and so on. The purpose of this work is to 
introduce equation (4.1.1) and (4.1.2) as a main working 
tools to develop a theory of generating relations of special 
functions which are double generating functions of single 
polynomials. 
4.2 Generating Relations : 
In (4.1.1), if we replace z by zt, we get 




zt i F i 
-n; 
a+1; 




Again multiplying both sides by t''^ e"P^  and take Laplace 







' - n ; 
y 
a+l; 
:L exp(xy)exp(-xzt)t' e'^ oFi - x ^ z t 
a+l ; 










= exp(xy) L , / - l -xzt-pt |-, t e ori ' 2 
-X yzt 
a+l ; 










- x y z t dt 
Using Laplace transform from Srivastava and Manocha [[88], 
p. 219 (6)] is 
(4.2.1) fX,-lp-st p 
(a); 
(b); 
zt •m)s-'- ..,F, A+l-^B 
'(a)A; z 
.(b); s 
(Re(^)>0, A<B; Re(s)>0 if A<B; Re(s)>Re(z) if A=B) 
{ 7 2 } 
we get 




y (a+p)-' r(/) 2F1 - m / ; z 
a+1; a+p 
= exp(xy) {(a+p+xz)-' r(/)} ,¥, -xVz 
a+1; (a+p+xz) 







= exp(xy){(a+p+xz)-'} ^¥, (• X yz 
a+1; (a+p+xz) 
Suppose a+p->l, then the above result becomes 









-/ = exp(xy)(l+xz)" iF^ ' ~x y^ 
a+1; (1+xz) 
Again if in (4.2.2), we replace y by yt, multiplying on 
both sides by f"^  e'P' and take Laplace transform with the 
help of (4.2.1) we get 
y (c^+iUn(xr(-x)" p^^  
iu^=0 m!n! a+1; 
e-p'f-^ iFi -n ; 
a+1; 
yt 
= (l+xz)"' L -p t , r-l xyt g-p^^-gxy. ^p^ '; -X yzt 
a+1; (1+xz) 
{ 7 3 } 
^ m!n! ni4i=0 
-m,/; 
(x+1; 
re-(a+p)t | . r - l ^p^ -n; 
a+1; 
yt dt 
= (1+XZ)"M ' -(a+p-xy)t. r-1 t^ -^  ,F, 
a+l; (1+xz) dt 
f (a+l)^..x-(-x)° ^ ^^  
m ,11=0 m!n! 
--m/; 
a+l; 
(a+prT(r) ^F, -n,r; y 
a+l; a+p 
= (l+xz)-'(a+p-xy)-T(r) F^^  /,r; -x^z 
a+l; (l+xz)(a+p-xy) 












Suppose a+p->l then the above result becomes 





= (l+xz)-'(l-xy)- ,F, -X yz 
a+l; (l+xz)(l-xy) 
If in (4.2.3), we replace z by z/p, multiply both sides by 
p'^ and take inverse Laplace transform 









V P J 




' l + ^ l ( l - x y ) 
V py 









- s - k 
P P 
s=0 (a+l)3s!(l-xyr l + ~ 
V Py 





-m,/; z^  
a+1; p 
| , (/)ar)3(-xVz)-(l-xy)-^_, 
8=0 (a+l),s! 
-(k+s) 








^ (a+l).s! 8=0 P ii*o 
'+s; -xz 
Now using the inverse Laplace transform [[15], p.297(1)] 
(4.2.4) L-i s - \ R A - ^ B 
(a); z 
(b); s 
• X - 1 (a); 













r(k) ' ^ 




7 + s ; 
k+s ; 
xzT 
Taking T->1, we get 
y ( « + l ) m . n ( x r ( - X ) ° ^ p ^ 
in^=0 m!n! 













Again we replace y by y /p , multiply both-sides by p""^  and 
take inverse Laplace transform in the above result to get 
£ (a+iu(xr(-xr^p^ 
m ,n=0 m!n! 
- m / ; 
a+l,k; 
p - ^ F , -n,r; y 
a+1; p 
to (k).(a+l),s! ' ' 
7+s; 
k+s; - xz 
-1 p""-%Fo r+s;xy 
—; P 
Using (4,2.4) in the above result, we get 
Z (a + l)„„(x|»(-x)° 
ra,n=0 mm !n ! 
2F2 
- m / ; 




a + l,w; 
yT 
. y (OJr)J-x^yz)- ^ /' + s; 
k + s; 
-xz 
T w+s-l 
r(w+s) i F , 
r + s; 
w + s; 
xyT 
Taking T->1, we get 
{76 } 
y («+iL.n(xr(-x)" p 
£LO m!n! 












• - m , ( / ) ; 
a+l,(k); l+R ••• W+1 
' -n,(r); 
a+l,(w); 
y ((/)).((r))s(-x^yz)- p 
• ^ ((k))s((w)),(a+l)3s!^ "^  
(O+s; 
(k)+s; -xz F 
(r)+s; 
(w)n-s; xy 
In (4,1.2), if we replace y by yt, multiplying on both 
sides by t^ "-^  e'^^ and take their Laplace transform we get 
z ((d))..„((u)U„ ((v))^,,x-(-x)" 
^=0 ( ( g ) ) m . n ( ( e ) ) n x + n ( ( f ) ) m . n m ! n ! 
L p - s t + a-1 p 
^ ^ E+V+Q+l-'^U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),-m; 
_ l - (u ) -m-n , (f)+m+n, (p); 
(_l)i*E-Uyt 
= L p - s t + a - l 17 




v ^ ; + 2>(q); 
4v-^xyt 
i 
2 ' i)^*'' 
s ((d))„„((u))„„ ((v)|„„x-(-x)° 0^ ((g))„„((e)).„((f)L„mln! 
f 
Jo 
- (p+s ) t , a - l rp 
e L E+V+Q+l-Tu+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n„(v)+m+n,(q),-m; 
(-1) yt 
l - ( u ) - m - n , (f)+m+n, (p); 
dt 
{ 7 7 } 
-L ^ '- D+2V-M3 '• G+2F+P 
(d), ^v^^ fri'(^ '^ 
4v-^xyt dt 
(g), 2, Il4''p'' 
Using (4.2.1) in the above result, we get 
i l o ( ( g ) ) n . . n ( ( e ) ) . . n ( ( f ) ) n . . n m ! n ! 
E+V+Q+2 -^  U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),a,-m; 
l - (u) -m-n , (f)+m+n, (p); 
(-ir"-"y 
(p+s) 
^(p + S ) - " r ( a ) D+2V+Q+lF< G+2F+P 
(d), ^ A / v A 1 V 12, v^y 
+ 2'(cL).a; 
(g), rf^  
v^y 





Let (p+s)->l, then we get 
f ( ( d ) ) ^ . n ( ( u ) U n ( ( v ) ) n . . n X - ( - X ) " 
i lo ((g))..n((e))„..n((f))n..nm!n! 
E+V+Q+2 -^  U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),a,-m; 






( Acc. No '"1 
V 
1 w .1 
(d), 
.2J 2) + ->(q) .a; 





+ - , ( P ) ; 
{ 78 } 
Again replacing y by y/s , multiplying on both sides by s"*^  





S" E+V+Q+2-^ U+F+P 
1 - (e) - m - n,(v)+m +n,(q),a,-m; 
l - (u) -m-n, (f)+m+n, (p); 
(-l)i^E-Uy 




ij'ffl^ '^ p '^ 
4 V - F ^ 
s 
((d))«..((u)L,, ((v))^.nX-(-x)'^ 
^=0 ( (g) )n . .n( (e) )„ . .n( ( f ) )n . .nm!n! 
'b-1 
r(b) E+V+Q+2 '• U+F+P+1 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),a,-m; 
l - (u) -m-n, (f)+m+n, (p), b; 
(_l)i+E-uyr 
»b-l 
r(b) D+2V+Q+1 ^  G+2F+P+1 




Taking T-^1, in the above result, we get 
{ 7 9 } 
z ((d))..J(u))^,, i[(v))^,,x«(-x)'^ Ilo ((g))..n((e))n...((f))..nm!n! 
E+V+Q+2 ^ U+F+P+1 
1 - (e) - m.-n,(v)+m+n,(q),a,-m; 
(-1) l+E-U, 
l - (u) -m-n , (f)+m+n, (p), b; 








z ((d))..„((u))„,. ((v))_x«(-x)" 
r = 0 ( ( g ) ) . . n ( ( e ) ) . . n ( ( f ) ) m . n m ! n ! 
E+V+Q+A+1 -t U+F+P+B 
•l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a),-m; 










If we replace x by xt, multiply on both sides by e"^ ^ t'^ "^  and 
take Laplace transform of the above result, we get 
{ 80 } 
infl=0 
( ( c l ) ) ^ . n ( ( u ) ) x n . n ( ( v ) ) m . n X " ( - X ) " t - - " e - H ^ - ^ 
( ( g ) ) . . n ( ( e ) ) n . . n ( ( f ) ) n . . n m ! n ! 
'E+V+Q+A+1 -t^ ^U+F+P+B 
•l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a),-m; 
_l-(u)-m-n,(f)+m+n, (p), (b); 
(_1)1.E-Uy 
= L p - s t + h - l p 
^ *- D+2V+Q+A-^ G+2F+P+B 
(d) 
(g), 




f ( ( d ) ) n , . a ( ( u ) ) ^ , , ( (v ) )m.nX'" ( -X)° W^_, t^h.n . .n- l1 
.^ =0 ((g))«.n((e))..„((f))..„m!n! ^ ^ 
E+V+Q+A+l ^ U+r+P+B 
l-(e)-m-n,(v) + m + n,(q),(a)-m; 
l - ( u ) - m - n , (f) + m + n, (p), (b); 
(_ l ) l^E-Uy 
= L p - s t + h-l p 






y ((d))ni+n((^))m+n ((v))m+nX' ' ' ( -X)° . g-ip^jt^h+m+n-l^^^ (-x)° p 
tin! Jo 
[l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a)-m; 
E+V+Q+A+l ^ U+F+P+B 
( _ 1 ) 1 . E - U y 
l - (u) -m-n , (f)+m+n, (p), (b); 
{ 81 } 
Jo 
p-(p4«)tfh-l p 








Using (4.2.1) in the above result to get 
y ((d))m+n((u))ra4-n ( ( v ) W n X ' ° ( - X ) p/J^+j^^+nKp + S)"""'"'" 
. ^ = 0 ((g))n..n((e))„..n((f))n..nm!n! 
E+V+Q+A+1 -^  U+F+P+B 
•l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a),-m; 
(_1)1.E-Uy 









- . - A(p),(b); 
Suppose p+s->l. Then we have 
((g))«.n((e))...((f)Um!n! 
E+V-KJ+A+l '• U+F+P+B 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a),-m; 
_l-(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p), (b); 
(_1)1+E-Uy 
• D+2 V+<3+A+r G+2F+P+B 
r^A r. (d)i^)J^4'(^).(a),h; 
(i\(i\ 1 4V-Fxy 
Again replacing x by x/s, multiplying s'^  on both sides and 
taking inverse Laplace transform, the equation becomes 
{82 ) 
( ( d ) ) ^ . n ( ( U ) ) n . . n ( ( v ) ) m . n ( h ) x n . n X - ( - X ) " S - - -
((g))..n((e)L.n((f)L.nm!n! 
E+V-KJ+A+l -^  U+F+P+B 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a)-m; 
(_1)UE-Uy 
l -(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p), (b); 
=L--1 •,-t D+2 V+<3+A +1 -^  G+2F+ Pt-B 
(d): 
(g), 
2A2J 2'^^"^ 4v -F^ 
+2'(P)'(b); I2; v^y 
i l o ((g)Un((e))„..„((f)Um!n! 
E+V+Q+A+l ^ U+F+P+B 
•l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a),-m; 
l - (u) -m-n , (f)+m+n, (p), (b); 
( _ 1 ) U E - U y 
••V' S D+2V+Q+A+IFG+2F+P+B 





Using (4.2.4) in the above result to get 
y ( (d) )^ .n( (u) )n .+n ((v))m+n ( h ) n . + n X - ( - X ) " T ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ 
=^0 ((g))n.+n((e)).+n((f)):n+nm!n! r(t+m+n) 
E+V+Q+A+l ^ U+F+P+B 
•l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a)-m; 




r(t) D+2 V+Q+A +1 ^  G+2F+ P+B +1 
<<^l.g) 
(g) 




Let T->1, the above result becomes 
E 
m,n=0 
m L . a ( ( U ) ) m . n ( ( v ) ) m . n ( h ) ^ , , X*" ( - X ) -
E+V+Q+A+1 ^ U+F+P+B 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a)-m; 
(_1)1.E-Uy 











(4.2.6) f ((d)U((u)U ((v)U((h)Ux"(-x)° 
£:Lo ( ( g ) ) m + n ( ( e ) ) : n . n ( ( f ) ) m + n ( ( t ) U n m ! n ! 
E+V+Q+A+1 ^  U+F+P+B 
"l_(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a),-ni; 
(_l)UE-Uy 





Now we mention some interesting special cases of the 











































^ (a+l)^x p 
m=0 m! 
-m,/; 





= (l-xy)-"-^(l+xz)-' 1+- (xVz) (l+xz)(l-xy) 
-/ 







= (l-xy)-"-^(l+xz)-' 1-xy + xz-x yz + x yz (l + xz)(l-xy) 
L —zr ,—2^1 
m=0 m! 





m=0 m! .Fi 
- m / ; 
[1+x-xy] -u-l-a 
a+1; 
= (l-xyr'-(«^i) (1-xy+xz)-' 









{ 8 6 } 
= (l-xy)-'-("*i> (1-xy+xz)-' (l+x-xy)«^^ 










t'o ((k)),((w))3(a+l)3s! ' ' 
)+s; 
jk)+s; 



























a + m + 1 ; 
- X 
• ( / ) ; 
: F - X Z 
(k); 
{ 8 7 } 
-m, 
m=0 m! l+L -^  K+1 




- x z 
(k); 
/ , , / i . i „ J+L K+1 
-m,(/); 
a+l,(k); 
















- x z 
If we replace x by - — a n d y by -y in (4.2.6), we get 
X ./C 
z ((d)).„«u)L™ (M)„„((h)) m+n V\ / /m+i i ^ X rr -x "^ 
t = 0 ( ( g ) ) n a + a ( ( e ) ) : n + n ( ( f ) ) m + n ( ( t ) ) : . + n m ! n ! U - X j U ' X 
E+V+Q+A+1 ^ U+F+P+B 
•l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),(a)-m; 
l-(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p), (b); 
(-1)HE-U(_y) 
{ 88 } 
• D+2 V+Q+A+H^ G+2F+P+B+T 
(d), V fv\ 
12A2; 2 4v-^x(-y) 
(g)> 2 |]+i(p),(b),(t); 
1-x 
Replacing V=U=E=F=D=G=Q = P=T=0 and H=1 in the above 
result we get 
(h). 












iK f V ^ 




































































l - x 
For E=U=V=F=0, the left hand side of (4.2.6) becomes 
separable in the form 
y ((d)).,„((h)),,, x- (-X)- p 








f M O h L y ((d)+m),((h)+m), (-x)" 
h ((g)L((t)L h ((g)+m)J(t)+m)„ n! 
F 










m'=0 ((g)L((t)) D+H ^ G+T m \ \ - / / i n 
(d)+m,(h)+m; 
(g)+m,(t)+ni; 








Now, on putting A=B=H=T=0 in (4.2.10), it reduces to a 







D+Q-^  G+P 
- X F 
Q+l -^  P 
'(q)-m; 
-y 






Next, we turn to some generating functions involving the 
Jacobi polynomials Pj" '^(x) [[65], p.254, Eq. 1] on setting 
B = E = U=V=Q = P=0, F=A=l, ai = X and replacing y by -y, 
{91 } 
equation (4.2.6) reduces to 





(d), (h), X; 







— l+D+H ^  G+T+2 
(d), (h), I; 
f f 1 
(g),(t),--,-+-; 
-xy 




— l+D+H ^  G+T+2 
(d), (h), X; 
(g ) , ( t ) | |+^ ; 
-xy 




141=0 ( ( g ) ) m + n ( ( t ) ) m + n ( - a - 3 ) 2 n i + n m ! n ! „ , , l - y 
[-a-p+m+n; -^  
-m, -a ; 
{ 92 } 
— l+D+H '• G+T+a 
(d), (h), - a ; 
-2x 
{ g ) . ( t ) , ^ , ^ ; 4(i-y) 
The above equation yields an interesting generating function 
for Jacobi polynomials given by 
((d))...((h))^,,(-x)"(-a-|3+m+nLx' f o ^ 
U-y, 







(d), (h), - a ; 
-2x 
(g) (t) i ^ i ^ + i . 4(i-y) 
y ((d))n..n((h)L.nM)" [ 2 x r r(-a-{3+2m+n) / ^ l - y r 






l+D+H ^ G+T+2 
(d), (h), - a ; 
-2x 
t^Ut),r^.=^.l; ^Il-y) 
{ 93 } 
E ^ 2 x ^ " r(-a-(3+2m+n-l)+l m! r(-a-(3+2m+n-l-m+l) 
ri-y^ 
V ^ y 
.Fi 
-m, -a; 2 
-a-3+m+n; 1-y 
F 
l+D+H ^ G+T+2 
(d), (h), - a ; 
-2x 





2 J .Fi 




(d), (h), - a ; 
-2x 
( g ) , ( t ) , i ^ , i ^ . i ; ^(1-y) 
(4.2.12) Z ((d))n.+n((h))..„(-x - ^ 2x ^" 
1^0 ((g))n.+n ((t))ni+u M " P)2m+nn! i-yj 
p(a-m,p-2m-n)/yj 
l+D+H-^0+1+2 
(d), (h), - a ; 
-2x 
(g).(t),=^.=!^+i; ^'1-^1 
which follow from [[74], p.593 (15)] 
{ 94 } 
(4.2.13) Pr-^-P-^Hxj^ 
n - a - p - 1 ^ fl-xY 
n 
F 
-n , -a ; _ 2 _ 
- a - P ; 1-x 
On replacing z and y by 
1-z 
I 2 , and 
1-y^ 
respectively 
and setting /=r=l+a+p in (4.2.3), we get 
V («+l)m.nX"(-X)° 
m1r=o m!n! 
-m,l+a+p; i - z 
a+1; ~2~ 
>F, 
-n , l+a+P; l - y 




1 + x(l-z) 
-l-aH3 
• F 
l+a + p,l+a+P; -x^ a-z^ 
\ ^ J 
l - y 
a+1; 1 + 
x(l-z) x(l-y) 
f (a+l)^,,x'"(-x)" ^^^ 
m,i i=0 m!n! 
-m,l+a + P; 
a+1; 
1-z F 
-n , l+a+P; 
a+1; 
l - y 
1 X xy 
1—+-^ 
2 2 
- X XZ 





-x^(l-z) ( l -y) 
2+x-xz) 2-x+xy' 
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(a+lUnX-^l-x)" r (a+m+l) 
xntlo (a+l)^(a+l)„ m! r ( a+n i -m+l ) F r 1 
-m, l+a + j3; 
a+1; 
1-z 
r ( a+n+l ) 
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4 .3 Double Generating Re la t ions for Hypcrgeometr ic 
lii^inctions of Several Variables : 
We shall now generalize these relations of section (4.2) 
a n d we will show how Laplace and inve r se Lap lace 
t ransforms of equations (4.2.5) and (4.1.2) would yield a 
generating function of several variables, which are double 
g e n e r a t i n g r e l a t i o n s . We reca l l the def in i t ion of t h e 
generalized Kampe' de Fe'riet function of several variables 











f ((a)):.. .-.:.„ ((b'))^. ((b'"'))^„ x r x^" 
a.i=o((c))«,..-,^„((d')),, ((cl'"'))o.„mJ m j 
On multiplying both sides of equation (4.2.5) by 
+.ai-lg-BtpA.B;-,B>"'f„ 4. „ f-t 
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p - B t + a j - l p 



















i <-a j - l - (p+8) t T-, L C l+T.-Tl 1+L^ K+1 • - m , ( / ) ; 
a+l,(k); 
zt FcJ:::i''"''[2it' '^-^i <^ t 
•2^ — — — —: ui*, 


















f ((a)U.-...^„((b')L. ((b'-')L„(z,tr ( z , t r 








f (NL..-..„.,. ((b'))^ , ((b(-)))„^  (z,t)-- (z,tr- 1 ^ ^ 
.,X=o ((c)L.,..-..„((d')L^ ((d'^ ^OL^mJ m j J 
^ ( a + l U x - ( - x ) " 











((a))„.........„.„((b')) ,^ ((b^'^'D^JzJ- (zj""" 
(")i 
XU; r--^ :.o ((c))^,.....,^„((d'))^, ((d'"')U„mJ m j dt 
f ((0)s((r))s(-x^yz)- p 










.£=0 ((c)U,,...,.^„((d')U, ((d'°')).„mi! m J dt 







•r(ai +m,+ +m J(p+s) - ' - ' - - - .^L^K+I 
ai+mi+ +m^,-m,(/); 
(a + 1), (k); p+s 
. y ((/))s((r)).(-xVz) 







•T{a.+m^-\ hmj^ +s)(p+s)" l+L-'-K 




^(mi, ,mn)= 2] ((a)U..-.-.n.J(b')U {{h^U^z, 
(n)xx mi m„ 
( ( C ) ) n . i . - . . . m „ m U ( ( d ' " ' ) ) m „ m ^ ! H I , ! 
Let p+s-^1. Then we get 
m / \n 




2+L ^ K+1 
ai+mi+ +m^,-m,(/); 
a+1, (k); 
y ((0)s((r))s(-x^yz)^ p 












(4.3.2) Z ^ I,^, S ^(mi,....,mj 
m^=0 m!n! mi,_.4n„=0 
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2 + L i K+l 
ai + mi+ +m„,-irL,(/); 
a + l,(k); 
l + R i W+l 
-n,(r); 
a+l,(w); 











{n)\^ „ mi m„ 
n(mi, ,m^)= mm..-.m.mu ((b'"0)m„z: ((c)):n..-..m„((d')U ((d'^^'jUmJ m j 
Now, replacing y by yt, multiplying both the sides by 
^uj-ig-st puj;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ,y,t]and taking Laplace transform in 
(4.3.2), we get 
L IV, Z (^mi,....,mj 
m^=0 m!n! mi,...^„=0 
• F 
2+L ^ K+1 
ai+mi+ +m^,(/),-m; 
a+1, (k); 
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= Z ^(mi'""'°ln)l+LFl^ 
m i r - ^ n = 0 










pU:E';_.;Elr)r ^ , 
^ (a+l) x-(-x)" | , ^(ni^,....,niJ,^F, 
m =^o n i . n . m,^^„=o K+1 
ai+mi+ +m^,(/),-m; 
a+1, (k); 








= Z a(mi,....,mn)i,LFK 
niir-4nn=0 
ai +mi+ +mn +s,(/)+s; 
(k)+s; 










.iJ'^)\. (u):(e'); ^ie^; 
(v):(f'); ;(f'^'); 
Yit, ,yrt dt 
| , ( a + l L ^ ^ x ^ S ^(m„....,m„UF, 
m4i=0 m!n! K+l m^r-fn„=Q 
a,+m,+ +m^,(/),-m; 
a+1, (k); 




((v)),,.....,((f'))k, ((f'^ '^Dk^ k,! K\ dt 
: ^ Q(mi,....,mJi,LFK 
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• z 
((u))...-...((e')).....((e'-')),^(y,t)'-' (y,t)^ 
((v)).,.-...((r)).. ((f''^ >))..k,! k,! dt 
S ' °"^ ' °" ." : ' - ' "° Z n(m., m j 
m,n=0 m!n! mi, ,m„=0 
E 
ki, ,k,=0 ((v))... ..J(f'))^ ((f"^'))..kj k j 
• F 
2+L -^  K+1 
ai+mi+-.+m^,(/),-m; 
a+l,fk); 





Z ^(mi,...,mj J 
,(n)^ ((u))...-...((e')),, ((e^ '^llk i^yi)"^ ' (yr) 
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Using (4.2.1) in the above result we get 
t "^•'^ ^—,^ °'^ "^ °^ t a(m„....,mj I; A(k„ ,k,) 




r(Ui+ki+ +kr)(p+s) - (Ui+ki+—+kr 
F 






•• J ] Q(mi,....,ma) J ] A(ki, ,k,) 







xz r(s+Ui+ki+ + k j 




p + s 
where 
,^j^  ^. mk.-...Mk ((e'°'))k.y:' yf 
'""" '' ((V)),,—,^((f')),, ((f'^^'Dk.kj k j 
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Suppose p+s->l. Thus we get 
(a+lL,„x-(-x)" 
^ v^-^^^n- V -> 2 Q(m„....,mJA(k,, , k j 
m^=0 mln! m,,-4n„j£i..j£^=0 
• F 




2+R * W+1 
Ui+ki+-.+k„(r)-n; 
a+l,(w); 
2 Q(mi,....,m„)A(ki, ,k,) 
mi, mn.ki ,kr=0 
2„_ \s 
. V (a. +mi +--+mJ.((/||.((r|).(-x^yz) 
s=0 ((k))3((w)),(a+l)3s! 
r(Ui+ki+ +k,+s) p^  
r(Ui+k,+ +k,) '^ ' l+L-^K 







(4.3.3) Z "^"'^ r.!!^ "''^ '^  Z "(^u ^ n)A(k,, ,K) 
m,n=0 n l . l l . mir-,m„ j£i,..,kj=0 
• F 
2+L •"• K+1 
ai+mi+-.+m„,(0-m; 
a+l,(k); 
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F 
2+R ••• W+1 
Ui+ki+-.+k^,(r)-n; 
a+l,(w); 
y Qm,,....,ni,JAk,, , k j y ^^ ^ sis 
^ ^ 1' ' ui ^ :, , r/Z. ((k))J(w)), mir-frL„Mlr~Mr=0 
.(Ui+k,+ +k,U(/))J(r)),(-x^yz)-
(a+lks! F 








^ ^ ^ . ((a))^.,-,^J(b')U ((b'"'))n.„z,"' Z-" 
" ' ((c)U.-..n... ((d'))„, ((d<"'))^ „ mi! m„! 
and 
^. y. ._((u)k..-.,j(e')k. ((e'"')k^ y,^ ' y^ 
" ' ((v))i,.-.k.((f'))k, ((f'"'))k.kj k j 
If we rep lace y by yt , mul t ip ly ing bo th s i de s by 
^£i,-ig-8tpAfi';.-j'"'|Xit, ,x„t] and take Laplace t ransform in 
equation (4.1.2), we get 
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y ((d))^.J(u))^,J(v))^,,x"(-x)°^ 
^=0 ((g))n..a((e))..„((f)L..ni!n! 
m ^ i 
+ ai-l„-8tT7AB_3'"lr;X I X t l 
F 
E+V-K3+1 ^ U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),-m; 
l-(u)-m-n,(f)+m+n,(p); 
4 . a i - l p - 6 t p A B V - 3 < " ) r x t X t l 
( _ 1 ) U E - U y t 




i^ '^ O ((g))xn.n((e))„, .n((f))xn.nm!n FB -' -(p+e)t 




(n)x (a):(b'), b^^ '^ '); 
Xi t , . . . ,X i i t 
.(b):(d'), ,(d'"'); 
E+V+Q+l ^ U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+nn-n,(q),-m; 
l-(u)-m-n,(f)+m+n,(p); (_l)i^E-Uyt dt 
=i:{ , a i - l -(p-t*)t rpABV-,B'"' 
(n), (a):(b'), ,(b^ '^ '); 
X i t , jXjjt 
,(c):(d'), ,[dn; 









7L0 ( (g ) )mm((e) )„ i+n( ( f ) )m+nm!n! 
^ ((a))^.,..,^„((b'))^. ((b'"')U„ x r X-" 
m i ^ J I l n „=o((c)U..-.n.„((d')U ((d^°')U m,! m j 
, f ^ai+nii+—+m„-l -(p-f«)t 





(n)\\ mi m„ ((a))^,.-.^,.((b'))^. ((b^"'))n.„xr X-
.tX.-omU.-^r.AidlU. ((d'" )^)n.„m,! m J 









Z ^ K ' ,m,)r(ai+mi+ ^mJip+s)"'^'^'"'^- -+nin) 
m i ^ _ ^ n = 0 
F 
E+V+Q+2 •"• U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),ai+mi+ •+m„-m; 
l-(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p); 
(-1) i+E-u y 
p+s 
mi^.^„=0 
{ 1 1 1 } 
D+2V+Q+1 ^  G+2F+P 
y\fy\ 1 fr,\ (d), - , -\+-,{q],a,+m,+ +m„; 
\2J\2J 2 
^i\ fi\ 1 (g), +^' (P)' p+s 2 2 
where 
(n)w mj ^ ni„ 
0(mi,.... ,mj= ((a))n... ..„((b')).. ((b'"^)).„xr x : 
((c))„.,. . .„ ((d-))^, ((d" '^))^„ m,! m . ! 
Suppose p+s->l, then we get 
CO ((d))„.+„ ((u))„+n ((v))„+n x° (-x) 
=^0 ((g))xn+n((e)W„((f))xn+„m!n! „„,^„,o Y, 0(mi,....,m^) 
E+V+Q+2 ^ U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+ii,(q),ai+mi+--+m„,-m; 




1+D+2V+Q ••• Q+2F+P 
(d), r^\r 
2)\ ~j+^>k)>ai+^i+ +m,; 
2 [IH' ^^' 4V-Fxy 
Again, we replace x by xt, multiply on both sides by t'^ '^  e'^^ 
and take the Laplace transform in the above result to get 
t h - l y ( ( d ) ) n . . n ( ( ^ ) ) m . n ( ( v ) ) n . . n X - ( - x ) " t - - " e - ^ J 0 ( m , , . . . . , m ) 
{ 112} 
E+V+Q+2 ^  U+F+P 
'l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),ai+mi+—+m„,-m; 
l-(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p); 
(_1)1^E-Uy 
D+2V-K3+1 -^  G+2F+P 




(g), M' P^^' 
. ^ 0 ((g))m.n((e)) :n .u((f))m+nm!n! ^ ^ ^ = 0 '""" 
i , ^h+m+n-lg-(p+«)tj^^ 
E+V4Q+2 -^  U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),ai+mi+--+nij^,-m; 
l-(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p); 
(_1)1.E-Uy 
°0 (•!» 
= X 0(m,,....,mj t^ -V (p-t«)t 





{ ( \ { 
~2 
0 1 , . 
[2r2' *'' 
dt 
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Using the equation (4.2.1) in the above result, we get 
y ((d))^,.((u))^,,((v))^,,.x-(-x)° y ^ , ^ ^ . 
=0 ((g)Un((e)Un((f)Unm!n! ^,^^„.o "-" ""' 
m^' 
T(h + m + n)(p + s) -h -m-n 
E+V+Q+2-l^U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),ai+mi+ +mn,-m; 




(d), MTv^ 1 






^ 2 ' (P)= p+s 
Suppose p+s->l. Then the above result becomes 
J^ ( ( d ) L , n ( ( u ) U n ( ( v ) ) n . . n X - ( - X ) " r ( h + m + n ) j . ^j^^^^^ril ) 
=0 ( ( g ) ) . . n ( ( e ) ) n . . n ( ( f ) ) n . . n m ! n ! r ( h ) in,^.4n„=0 
E+V+Q+2 -^  U+F+P 
l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q),ai+mi+ +mj^,-m; 
l - ( u ) - m - n , (f)+m+n, (p); 
(_1)1.E-Uy 
= Z ^(^i; ,mj 
{ 114} 
D+2V-K?+2-^G+2F+P 
(d), ^vVvA 1 V 
V2y 
+-,(q),ai+mi+ +m„h; 
(^ '^ (0 0"^ ' ^^' 
4V-Fxy 
f ((d)) . . .n ((U))m.n ((V)):n.n (^L^n ^ ^ ("X) - f ^,^ ^ ^ 
E+V+Q+2 •*• U+F+P 
'l-(e)-m-n,(v)+m+n,(q|,ai+mi+ +m„,-m; 
l-(u)-m-n, (f)+m+n, (p); 
(_l)l^E-Uy 
: 2 ] ^mi,....,mJi^2V40.2F( Gf2F+P 
(d), ^l[^J+2'(^'^i+°^i+*""^°^'^' 
4v-Pxy 
(g), 2 ' 
v/here 
^ ^ ^ ((a))^., ,^„ ((b'))^, ((b'"'))^„ x ^ ' x , - ' 
CHAPTER 5 
A CLASS OF GENERATING FUNCTIONS 
5.0 Introduction: 
A class of bilateral generating functions for the multiple 
series with arbitrary terms are given in this chapter. Some 
special cases of hypergeometric, Laguerre, Hermite 
polynomials and Appell and Kampe' de Fe'riet functions are 
obtained as special cases. Main theorems are given by 
Srivastava and Pathan [93]. An interesting consequence of 
the main theorem gives an elegant result which is essentiedly 
analogous to a known expansion of Ismail and Rashed [33]. 
As a simple illustration, the main theorem is applied to 
derive a multivariable generating function associated with a 
certain generalization of the Lauricella function defined by 
Srivastava and Daoust [89], [90]. 
5.1 Preleminary Results: 
A new class of bilateral generating functions, involving 
multiple series with arbitrary terms, is given for certain 
general polynomial systems which include, as their special 
cases, such hypergeometric polynomials as the classical 
Jacobi polynomials, Laguerre polynomials, and indeed also 
the Hermite polynomials and their var ious known 
generalizations. 
{ 116 } 
Let 
(5.1.1) (Mn = 
r(X+n) 
r(X) 
1, if n=0 
1{K+1) (A.+n-l),Vn6{l,2,3,...} 
and let F,f^^;''denote Kampe' de Fe'riet's double hypergeometric 
function [[2], p. 150] in the (modified) notation of BurchnaU and 
Chaundy [[10], p . l l 2 ] , defined by [See. Ch. 1. Eq. (1.4.7)]. 
Recent ly, Sr ivas tava [75] gave a n u m b e r of l inear , 
bilinear and bilateral generating functions for the classical 
Jacobi polynomials P^"'^ ' (x) defined by 
("J5), (5.1.2) Pr ' (x) 
'^a+n^ 
V n J 
^Fl 
-n,a+p+n+l;^_^' 
a+1 ; ^ 
V n6{0, 1, 2, } 
Of our concern here is one of h i s r e s u l t s on b i l a t e ra l 
generating functions for the extended Jacobi polynomials, 
which we recall as 
Theorem (5.1) [Srivastava [75], p.98]. 
Let p, q, r, s, k, /, m and t be non negative integers 
such that 
(5.1.3) p+q+r< /+m+s+l and p+k</+t+l 
where each of the equalit ies holds when |co|<l and the 
conditions in (1.4.8) are satisfied. 
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provided that none of the a's, P's, y's and 5's is zero or a 
negative integer. 
S ince t he famil iar Appel l ' s double h y p e r g e o m e t r i c 
functions F2 £ind F^ [cf., e.g., [2], p. 14] correspond to 
20,0 F'' ' ' and F^ "^ '" 
• • ^ 0 1 , 1 cUiU -"^Ol,! 
respectively, theorem (5.1) in conjuction with (i .4.7) and 
(5,1.2) evident ly yields the known b i l a te ra l g e n e r a t i n g 
functions [[75], p.98. Eq. (8.6)]. From result (5.1.4) we get 








J=l J=l J=l 
If we set 
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2 J ; m s 
-0 n(a,un(pj.n(5j,n(yj, ^^  «! 
n(aj), n(b j . 
(y)n=^—, (5)n=^S— 
(s)n=n(Cj)„, (v+i)3=n(Y,). 
l - z 
r==0, s= l , (o=—T—, 5^=a+l and X=a+(3+l in the above result 
toi get 
f (Y)n(5)n (-X)" ^p^ 
;f^ o (a + p + n + l)„ n! 
-n,a + p+n + l; 
a + 1; 
1-z 
(Y+nU(5 + n), (s), x 'y ' 00 
y 




,% (a+l),(v+l), r! s! 
Substitute the value of g^i froiii (5.1.2), we get 
{-xrijUdU n!P<"^ *(x) 
fo (a+[3+n+l)^n! (a+1)^ 
. F2 [Y+n, 5+n, s; a+(3+2n+2, v+1; x, y] 
(l-z)x 
F2 [Y, 5, s; a+1, v+1; — - — , y] 
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(•"'•^^ .4^ 0 (a+l)„(a+p4-n-M). ^" ^^ ^ 
. F2 [y+n, 5+n, s; a+|3+2n+2, v+1; x, y] 
(l-z)x 
= F2 [y, 5, s; a+1, v+1; ^—, y] 
where max { | (l-z)/2 |, |x | + |y|}<l and [[66], p.209, Eq. (1.2)] 
,_ _ - f ( - X r ( y ) n ( S ) a p , a „ . > 
(^•^•^) 1-0 (a+lUa + p + r^Tlj: ^^ "^^  
. F4 [y+n, 5+n; a+P+2n+2, v+1; x, y] 
= F, [ Y, 5; a+1, v+1; ^ ^ , y] 
where max { | ( l-z)/2 | , V|xl+V|y|} < 1 
The object of the present chapter is to give a number of 
interesting generalLzations of the bilateral generating function 
(5.1.4) involving multiple series with essentially arbitrary 
terms. 
5.2 A Generalization of Theorem (5.1): 
Our first generalization of the generating function (5.1.4) 
holds not only for double series with arbitrary terms, but 
also applies to a significantly wider class of polynomial 
system than the extended Jacobi polynomials occurring in 
(5.1.4). It is contained in 
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Theorem (5.2) 
Let (AJ, {BJ, {CJ and {D^ }^ be sequences of arbitrary 
complex numbers, and let the parameter X be constrained as 
in. theorem (5.1). Then for every integer N>1, 
^on!(?i+n)„ J^ k! 
Y^ A ; + m + a B n + ; D i n X y 
\^,o (X + 2n+l), n m! 
- Y A R r n (^^"^'y'' 
(^=0 ' ! ni l 
provided that each side has a meaning. 
Proof : 
Denoting the first member of (5.2.1) by Q, say, and 
applying the definition (5.1.1), it is readily observed that 
Using [[88]. p.23] 
(-^)^^' , 0 . k . n (-n),H(n-k)! 
0 ,k>n 
we get, 
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-1 
i,J^.o k (n-Nk)!n! (X),(^+n),(^+2n+l), 
(X+l)2n k! /! m! 
NJ / 1\n+Nk 
- - (-1) 
(^)2n(^ + l)2n4i k ! l\ Hi! 
Using [[88], p.lOl, Eq. (6)] 
Y, XB(k,n)=i;XB(k,n+mk) 
n=0 k=0 n=0 k^ =0 
we get, 
00 « OO /- .vn+ank 
1^=0 n=0 k=0 ^• 
(^)n+2Nk(^+l)2n42Nk CO X y 
(^)2n+2Nk(^+l)2ii+2Nk4i k ! / ! Hi! 
CO ao 00 / • | \ ^ 
k ^ = o ; = 0 n=0 ^ • 
(''^)n+2Nk(^+l)2n+2Nk CO X y 
(^)2n+2Nk('^ + l)2n+2Nk-rf k ! / ! H i ! 
Using [[88], p.lOO, Eq. (1)] 
X J A(k,n)=|; 2 A(k,n-k) 
n=0 k=0 11=0 k=0 
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we get, 
» « ; {-If 
^ = 2-1 2 J 2_( pA-n+m+a+NkBn+Kk-l i -nCkDm 
k^=0 1=0 n=0 n! 
/ I \ n _ L 1 ^ ^ n+Nk-(V-n m 
l>^)n+2NklA, + ij2n+2Nk CO A y 
(^)2n+2Nk(^+l)2n+2Nk4i-n k ! I-III Hi! 
Using [[88], p.22, Eq. (20)] 
the equation becomes, 
k/^=0 
A^.»kB,,i^CkDJ!(o)X^)'^x'y-" 
P-n)! k! n m! 
.[. (-1)" (X)2Nk(^ +2Nk)„(X + l) 
2n+2Nk 
h n ! (?.)2Nk(?t+2Nk)2n(?t+l)„,2Nk4i 
Jfvk - . ' -.m 
o - V A R r n ("^ ) x' y 
^ ^ - ^ •'^•Hii+NkJ^I+Nk^^k'-'m ~ ~ 
klfa=0 k! /! m! 
. z (-1)"/! (X + 2Nk)„(?t + l)2Nk(^  + l + 2Nk)2n 
^ (Z-n)!n!2 '" ^X+2Nk'j ^ 
V 2 ;„ 
X+2Nk+l (X + l)2Nk(^  + l + 2NkU 
V 
^ = 2_i •'^'+m+NkBj+NkCkDj 
k^^oO 
(cox ) X y 
k! 11 m! 
'^+l+2Nk^ r?i+2+2Nk^ 





2 1 (?.+l+2Nk)^ 
k;pi=o k ! / ! m ! 







N\k , ! , m A+m+NkOi^^CkDm (©X ) X J 
k;tlo (?^+l+2Nk), k! n m! 
^ (X+2Nk)„[^l+Nk+|j (-0„ 1" 
n=0 Nk+ X^  
/ n 
(;^+2Nk+/+l)^ n! 
A-Kn-fNkBi4.Mi;CitDtn ((OX ) X y 
k! /I m! k;^^ (X+2Nk+l), 
3 ^ 2 
X+2Nk, 1+Nk+-, -\\ 
Nk+--,?.+2Nk+Z+l; 
2 
The above hypergeometric ^^ series is well-poised, and 
by appealing to Dixon's summation theorem [[73], p.243, Eq. 
(III.9)] we find that 
(5.2.2) 3^ 2 
X+2Nk, 1+Nk+-, -/; 
Nk+-, X+2Nk+/+l; 
2 
1, if / = 0 
0, V / 6(1,2,3, } 
In view of this last identity (5.2.2), we obtain 
^ - 2LI -^m+NkBNicCkDiii — -
kfli=o k ! m ! 
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N > k . . m 
"^ k! m! k4n=0 
v/hich is the same as the right hand side of (5.2.1). 
This evidently completes the proof of theorem (5.2) under 
the assumption that the various interchanges of the order of 
summation are permissible by the absolute convergence of 
the series involved. Thus, in general, theorem (5.2) holds for 
such values of the variables x, y and co for which each 
member of (5.2.1) exists. 
Remark (5.2.1) 
For N=l and with suitable specializations of the arbitrary 
s e q u e n c e s {A^^ }, {B^}, {C^} a n d {D^}, t h e o r e m (5.2) c an 
obviously be reduced to theorem (5.1). We, therefore, omit 
the details involved. 
Flemark (5.2.2) 
An interesting consequence of theorem (5.2) would follow 
if we set y=0 and DQ=1 ; on replacing A^^ by \/B^ and C^^ 
by B^, n>0, we thus obtained the elegant result (5.2.3). 
Z L! r X (-n)Nk(^+n)NkCu — fo n!(^+n)„;^ k! 
^•yi A;+nBii+^ X 
t^ (X+2n+l), /! 
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- f A B C (^^")' 
tS n!(X+n),^ k! 
.-Y* A;+iiBn+v X 
U B,,„(^+2n+l), /! 
Nd A AH, (OX") 
'•2-, ^ ^ ~ ^ N ; O . 
!=o - " N ; B., "' ' l\ 
k » A - J [I] 
h> n!(^+n)„i^ k! J^ (X+2n+l), /! 
1=0 ^' 
which is essentially analogous to a known expansion due to 
Ismail and Rashed [[33], p.730, Eq. (4.7)]. Furthermore, in 
its special case N=l, (5.2.3) would readily yield another 
known result [[96], p.348, §4, Eq. (1)]. 
5.3 Generating Functions of Several Variables : 
With a view to obtain multivariable generalizations of 
such bilateral generating functions as (5.1.4), (5.1.5) and 
(5.1.6), we present an interesting extension of (5.2.1), which 
is given by 
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Theorem (5.3) 
Let {AJ, {BJ and {CJ be sequences of arbitrary complex 
numbers, and let \(m2,....,m.^) denote a multiple sequence for 
integer r>2. Also let the parameter X be constrained as in 
theorem (5.1), and set 
M = m^+.-..+m^, \fm. e {0,1,2, }, i=l, r. 
Then 
Z 4 ^ i (-nU(Un)^ C.^  
t'o n!(X+n)„j^ k! 
(5.3.1) • Z A„+MB„+„,,A(m2, ,m,) x f x' 
,^X=o (K+2n+l)^^ mi! m,! 
A(m2, ,m,) 
(©Xi ) Xs Xr 
m i ! m 2 ! mj . ! 
for every positive integer N, provided that both members of 
(5.3.1) exists. 
Proof : 
The method of derivation of the generating function 
(5.2.1), using Dixon's summation theorem [[73], p.243, Eq. 
(III.9)], can be applied mutatis mutandis to prove theorem 
(5.3), and we skip the details. 
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Flemark (5.3) 
For r=2, or else when X3= =Xj.=0, and 
A(n, 0,....,0)=D^, n>0, 
theorem (5.3) will immediately reduce to theorem (5.2). 
By assigning suitable special values to the arbitrary 
coefficients A^ ,^ B^, Cj^  and \(m^,....,m^), theorem (5.3) can 
be applied to deduce bilateral generating functions involving 
a fairly wide variety of special functions of several variables; 
e.g., the Lauricella hypergeometric functions F^'', F / ' , F^''^ 
and F^'' of r variables [[48]. p. 113] and their generalizations 
introduced and studied by Srivastava and Daoust [89] and 
[90]. As a simple illustration, we apply theorem (5.3) to 
derive a multivariable generating function associated with a 
certain generalization of the Lauricella functions, defined by 
[cf. ([89], p.454); see also ([90], p.l58) and ([91], p.1127)] 
(ap):(P;, ); ;(Pl:,'); 
(^ •^ •^ ^ '^' ' l (yp) : (^J ; ;(5g); 
' ' • '^ >irh 
» n(aj^.,...,^,n(p;)^^ j3(Pi)-rxr x^ 
--^^-°ky,u,.,^^fi(6; u n(5';')^, ^^' ^ -
:=i j=i j=i 
where, for convergence of the multiple hypergeometric series, 
(5.3.3) 1+P+Q -^p-q^ > 0, i=l, ,r; 
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the equality holds when, in addition, 
' p>P and S |x |i/(P-P) <l, or 
1=1 
(5.3.4) ' 
p<P and max {|xj ,...., |Xj.|}<l 
Thus, if we set N=l, 
n(^j)n 
. . o r . C , = ^ ,Vne{0,l,2, } 
j= r ^ 
and choose the other coefficients in (5.3.1) in accordance 
with the definition (5.3.2), we shall obtain the desired 
multivariable generalization of (5.1.4) in the form: 
1 fifol^y)- (-x,)'^  
- ° (x+n)„n(Yj).n(5;)„ '^ 
j=i j=i 
;+2-'- m 
( V m ) ; 
(0 
( 5 . 3 . 6 ) ^Pl-K3l,02r—,Qr 
K)+n: (P;.)+n; (P';j; ;(p';'); 
^i> >^i 
_(Yp)+n:\+2n+l,l5'gJ+n; {5'^J; 1(5$;); 
• •^Pm+Qi .Qj . ,Qr 
(ap):(^J>(P;,);(p;); ;(Pi;'); 
.(yp):(v.),(5bJ;(5;^J; ;(5S); 
a ) X i , X 2 , jXj. 
it being assumed that the relevent conditions corresponding 
appropriately to (5.3.3) and (5.3.4) hold. 
Two further special cases of the generating function 
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(5.3.6) are worthy of note. In view of the relationship (5.1.2), 
the generalized hypergeometric polynomials occurring on the 
left hand side of (5.3.6) correspond to the Jacobi polynomials 
1-2 
P^ "P)(z) if we set ® = - ^ > X=a+p+l, /=0, m=l, v^=a+l, ^^=^2, 
P';=53 pW = 5,, 8,=v,, ,5%=vr 
and by suitably specializing the generalized Lauricella 
functions involved, we obtain the following (multivariable) 




.F|'[y+n,5i+n, d^, ,5^; a+p+2n+2, V2,....,v^; Xp...,xJ 
(l-z)xi 
= i^ r'lY>5i, ,6/, a+1, Vg, ,v/, — - — , X2,...,x^], 
max { | ( l-z)/2 | , |xJ+. . . .+ |xj} <1 
Put 5^=5, 82=83= =8j.=0 in the above result to get 
^ ' fo (a+l)„(a+p+n+l)„ 
. F^ '^[y+n,5+n; a+P+2n+2, V2,....,v^; x^,...,xj 
(l-z)x 
= F^ '^[y,8; a+1, V2, ,v ;^ —;—^ , X2,...,x^], 
max { | ( l -z) /2 | , Vjx7i + --+V|xJ} <1 
Indeed, the bilateral generating function (5.3.7) is 
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substantially the same as the known result [[67], p.65, Eq. 
(7)], while (5.3.8) does not seem to have been noticed earUer. 
It may be of interest to record a confluent case of our 
general multivariable bilateral generating function (5.3.1) in 
the form : 
y i^iiLy (-n)„,c,— 
^ n! it^ ^ ' k! 11=0 
(5.3.9) X , 
mi m, 
X . 
• y A„+MB„+ni,A(m2,....,m,)^— 
"^ mi! m^  mi ,_4n,.30 
= 2-1 •A(N-l)ni i+MBNmiCmiA(l^2> > ^ r ) 
/ N>mi mo nir 
(coxi ) ' X2 X, 
m i ^ ^ r = 0 mi! m,! m^ 
which obviously follows from (5.3.1). The above relation is 
(0 
obtained by replacing co on both sides by —jf and x^  by Xx^ 
X' 
in (5.3.1). Thus we get 
a 
m IN 
y J _ ^ ^ ^ y (_n)^(x+n)Nic— 
;^ n!(X+n)„j^^ '""^  "^^  k! 
C j c o ^ 
\X ) 
An^MBn^m.A(m2, m,) (bci) ' x / 
m,! mJ 'm.S-o (^+2n+l)^, 
CO 
A(.ni2, ,mr) 







mJ mj! mJ 
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Take the limit as |?t|->Qo; here, as before, N is a positive 
integer, and M=m^+ +m.^. 
Evidently, this last result (5.3.9) can be proven directly 
by using the elementary combinatorial identity 
1, if n = 0 
0, V n 6{1,2,3....} (5.3.10) l i k j (-!)'=• 
in place of Dixon's summation theorem employed in(5.2.2). 
More importantly, (5.3.9) would apply to yield multivariable 
bilateral generating functions for the extended Laguerre 
polynomials when N=l and c^^ is chosen as in (5.3.5), and 
indeed also for such other hypergeometric polynomials as the 
classical Hermite polynomials (when N=2) and their various 
known generalizations considered, for example, by Gould and 
Hopper [[27], p.58] 
== X" J^ FQ [A(N; -n); -; h (-N/x)"] 
and by Brafman [[8], p. 186] 
(5.3.12) B^ [ a,, ,a^; p„ 3^, x] 
= N+pFqlA (N;; -n), a^,,...,a^', Pi,....,^^; x] 
where, for brevity, A(N;?i) denotes the array of N parameters 
— I t — , j=l,....,N and h, a's and P's are complex numbers 
independent of n, the P's being neither zero nor a negative 
integer. 
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